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when the showers are few
and far between, which is perhaps more
often the case here in the West, then it
will be necessary to employ different
methods iu cultivating the corn crop.
When the ground is very dry it should
never be stirred to a depth exceediu"
two or three inches, or just enough to
keep it loose anil tiuely pulverized on
top, which is so essential for the preservation of what little moisture the soil
under this condition contains. If the
ground is plowed to a depth where moist
dirt is turned up, the moisture is caused
to evaporate more rapidly and the corn
plant will be worse off than if the ground
had been left entirely alone. Under
normal conditions ami as a geuerai rule
it is a good plan to cultivate to a fair
depth and close to the plant the tirst
time, and later, when the corn has attained a greater size and the roots commence to spread out, the grouud should
never be plowed so deep as to disturb or
injure the latter. Λ great many farmers
have a fashion of throwing the dirt up
in high, sharp ridges along the corn rows
the la>t cultivation. To accomplish this
the cultivator is run to a depth of tive or
sis inches and consequently the roots
to a very yreat exare cut and injured
tent, and when raiu is falling the water,
instead of goiu^ down to the roots of
the corn, where it is most needed, will
run into the ditches between the lows
and, if the held is hilly, will proceed
down to the hollows, taking a good part
of the soil along, and iu a few hours the
ground is as dry as ever. Probably the
best way would be to leave the grouud
as level as possible, but if the ridges are
desired it would be better to make them
wide and tlat on top. This can be done
with the four shoveled cultivator by
setting the front shovels to run very
shallow, say not over two inches, and
the hind shovels somewhat deeper,
throwing the dirt towards the corn.
This will leave a ridge plenty high
enough and wide across, giving the rain
a chance to soak down in the
rows,
where it will do some good, hoping in
the meantime that the weather man this
season will be a little more generous in
distributing his wet element.—Homestead.
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WANTED.

.···.«! live agent to represent us in the State
Fine opporf Maine
Salary or commission.
Address
t.Mtv for the right party.
LINCOLN OIL CO..
Cleveland, Ohio.
\

NOTICES.
estates
person.* Interested lu either of the

luaiter named
1'robate Court held at Kumford Kails, In
it the County of oxfor»!, on the il Tuesday
»·
'Mi !n the year of our Lord <inc thousand nine
h.n-e·! and two, the following matter having
tv~ente I for the action thereupon herein
! Hi «ted, it Is hereby OKDKKKU:
»·:■
T '.it notice thereof be given to all persons lull·.-t.·!. by causing a copy of thU or<ler to be
<
tl.ree «reels successively in the »x
lic ocrat. a newspaper published at South
a
at
that
appear
may
I'ars. ii -aid County,
they
H
vie Court to oe held at Kryeburg. ou tne
--t T .v- larof June, Λ. 1». lWri.'at nine of tne
t In i.ie forenoon, and be Bear·! thereon If
tûey *ee cau^e :
Μ.Γ.ΚKT Κ WARD of Hiram, ward. fourth
for allowance by Kdwlu L.
u.
η

Μ

λ

presented
Ι\λ·γ. guardian.
U»Dl>oN κ. HKRRICK, Judge of Mid Court.
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT Ι». PAKK, Register.

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M TUCKER FARM,

Buckdeld road, three miles from
village. The farm contain* 73 acres
ι.-· ami 1» in a high Mate of cultivation.
Ik· BMlMW are good and there 1» plenty of
w
! near the house
Large and small fruit In
•It

..it·

on

I'.irl·

the

Barn 4o*t>.> and carriage liou-e
abundance.
x4
arc new, are tlnely finished outside and In,
The
-t tPum.
Water in house and liarn.
fur·
arrie· twenty head of cattle and pair of
■•■r»cs
on rural delivery and cream routes.
Very pleasant location.

at

A RARE
Κι-r
"·■'

CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

particulars and

terms

1ni|Ulre of

WILSO.H * «ΚΑΤ, Ho. Paris,
M Kl NU near the premises.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
EI.I.IOTT RICH.

Bankrupt.

Discharge.
}I In Bankruptcy.
)

T· the llos. Nathan Wkbh, Judge of the District Court of the United .State» for the District
'if Maine
the
In
of
Bethel,
ELLIOTT
RICH.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
represent.»
S said "Dlst-lct,
respectfully
t: .it ι·η the loth day of Mar last pa-«t, he was duly
ιj udiced bankrupt under the Act* of Congress relatlug to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
and ha-· fully compiled with all the
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touchlug
ills bankruptcv.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by 'aw from such discharge.
Dated this 14th day of Mav. A. D. 1903.
ELLIOTT Kit II, Uaukrupt.

F

require.neu'ts

or»· or wricK tiikkkos.
DlSTWCT OK M AIΝ Κ. SS.
on this 17th day of May. A. D. liAtt, on reading the foregoing petition. It Is
'Tiered by the Court. That a hearing lie had
ν of June, A. D.
upon the same on the 9th da
1
Iiefore said Court at Portland, In said Dis
tri' t, at 10o'clock lu the forenoon; and that not!c< thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
»t all known creditors, and other persons In
'.:iti rc-t, mav appear at the said time and place,
-'
w cause. If
any they have, why the
be granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the t. ierk shall send by mall to all known creiltbirs copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
slated.
Witne··-» the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of
tin- -ai 1 Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
In -aid District, on the 17th day ol May, A. D.

a. DAVIS, Clerk.
Λ true copy of petition and on 1er thereon.
A.
H. DAVIS, Clerk.
Attest
l.

s.J

Bankrupt's

A.

Petition for

In tiie matter of
LKWI.x L. DKNISU.

)

Discharge.

or

PRODUCTION AND POSSIBILITIES
It is stated un reliable authority that
forty per ceut of the people of the Lai ted
States art* farmers, or living upou farms,
and they not only produce enough to
feed and clothe themselves ami the
other sixty per cent of the inhabitants,
but annually send away $1.000,000,000 of
their products to other countries. This
is a remarkable statement, says E. li.
Towle in Journal of Agriculture, and
shows the great possibilities of this
country in crop production, as the result
of the labor of two-fifths of the inhabitants in supplying the material for food
and clothing for the whole, with such
an immense amount left over for the
people of other lands. It is literally
"having bread enough and to spare."
Another thing, while in many of the
other countries of the world the prosperity of the people depends largely on
the success of a siugle crop or only a
few at the most, as tor instance that of
sugar beets in Germany, wheat and rye in
Russia, wool iu Australia, etc., the
United States is blessed with a great
number and variety of the products of
the soil that help to make the country
self-s istainiug.
It is further said that this country
produces one-half of the agricultural
products of the world anil our surplus
alter supplying our own needs is more
thau that of all other countries, although we have only one-fiftieth of the
inhabitants of the world. What would
become of these countries without the
surplus afforded by our own, might be a
difficult question. Some have begun to
tell us that evea here consumption is
gaining perceptibly, at least in some
reauects, on production, and that it is only
a matter of time when there will be so
many inhabitants in the L'uited States
that nearly all of our products will be
required at home, But 1 think that this
time is yet far in the distance, so far,
indeed, that we need not as yet borrow
We
much trouble about the matter.
have not vet come anywhere near the
limit of production iu the United States.
There is still much land to be occupied,
much that is only imperfectly cultivated,
and most of the rest capable with proper
effort of still greater returns.—Mirror
and Farmer.
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the other hand, opposite conditions

prevail,
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OR

SHALLOW CULTURE OF
CORN.
Whether corn should be cultivated
deep or shallow depends largely on the
coudition of the soil. If the ground has
been thoroughly plowed and prepared
before planting it would not be necessary
to cultivate deeper than three inches,
unless the soil is of a heavy clay variety
or contains
an
excessive
amount of
moisture, in which case it would be advisable to cultivate to a greater depth.
The ground should not, of course, be
worked when too wet, but this sometimes becomes unavoidable in an extremely wet season when the weeds are
growing with alarming rapidity and the
corn presents a sickly, yellow appearance.
I'nder like conditions it would
be well to stir the ground to a good
depth in order to destroy all weeds and
at the same time hasicu the evaporation
of the soil's over-supply of moisture. If,
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AMONG THE FARMERS.

JONES,

c.

WATER ON

PURE

THE

FARM.

The question of good water on the
farm is of prime importance, as I have
said before. Λ note says: "I wish I had
1 heeded such advice as you have given in
The Tribune Farmer, and done it in
time. The use of a shallow well has
cost us a terrible siege of typhoid fever,
and the loss of two childreu. The cost
would not have been one1 of a rock well
quarter as great, merely looked at as a
financial affair; but there is no estimating
1
the saving that it would have been to us
could we have back our dear boys." The
letter can not be quoted as fully as I
would like. The fact is, that unwhole| some conditions about the farm should
A pure, deep well, no
not be tolerated.
sloughs, no slops thrown about, especially out the kitcheu door; clean water
for the animals, and hygienic habits for
the hired men should be insisted upon.—
Tribune Farmer.

|

In Huniruplcy.
>
Bankrupt. )
Tu the Hon Natha^ Wkbb. Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
Wis L. DINISHof Kumforl.'n tho Count·,
State of Maine, In said
of Otfonl, tnd
l>lstrk-t. respectfully represents that on the lAth
'lay of March, last past, be was duly a-"judged
to
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating aiBankruptcy; tbat he has duly surrender*·'
Mi property and rights of property .and has fully
compiled with all tne requirements of sal i Acts
oti'l of the orders of Court touching his bank-

CROKER A3 A FARMER.
Croker, late of New York's
Tammany Hall, has bought a large farm
in Berkshire, the richest milk district in
England. He inteuds to erect a factory
a
on
stupendous scale for the manufacture of cheese, butter and sterilized
milk. He has already contracted with
nearly ">0 of the prominent farmers in
the neighborhood to take all their milk
at prices between four and six cents a
ruptcy.
Wherefore he prav*. That he may be decreed
more than they are now receiving.
hy tbe Court to have a full discharge fiom all gallon
debts provable against his estate under sal" He bought :ji*) sheep at auction Wednesa:ikrupt Act·, ex ept such debts as are except- day of last week.
ed bv law from such dis- barge.
The creamery will begin operations
Dated this 7th dav of May, A. D. 190·:.
on June 1, and 100 prime Wiltshire jigs
LEWls L. ORNISH, Bankrupt.
in the extensive- piggeries are to be fatOrder of X*tic· Τ her so u
tened for the market with the skimmed
District or Maink, m.
<>n thU 1th day of May, A. D- l.«tt, on reeling milk.
th·· foregoing petition, It Is
The neighboring farmers speak highly
•>rlere<l by the C iurt. that a hearing be had
of Croker's business capacity, and say
upon the same on the MHb day of May, A. D.
is finished,
I'"-, before s*Ul Court at Portlind, In snld Dis his estate, when everything
trtrt, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon ; ami that no- will be a model for the countryside.—
tice thereof lie published In the Oxford l»emoMaine Farmer.
ntt. a newspaper prinle I in said District, and
in
lioss

II-

known «"editor·,
persons
at the raid time and place.
*nd show cause. If any they have, why the
praverof said pet tloncr should not l>e gran te I.
And U Is further ordered by tbe Court, Tbat
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad'Irv-wed to Uteui at their places of residence agitated.
Witness tbe Honorable Nathan W kbb. Judge
of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Portland, In Mid District, on tbe loth day of May,
A. D. 1901.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[«·· i j
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
A Matt: A. H. DA VIS, Clttfc.
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The crop of new potatoes in the Soutl
is reported to be two or three week»
earlier than usual. Stand from undei
when the drop in the price of our oh

potatoes

comes.

*URAL IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATIONS.
We feel very thoroughly what you
have said about rural improvement associations.
We have no organization
whatever in this neighborhood. What
do you recommend us to do? 1 am not
myself a member of the Grange, but as
a rule I should recommend the organization of a grange as preferable to any
By FRANK T. BULLEN
other organization, because it calls into
action both women and men in proper
Copyright, 1901. by Frank T. BuUen
co-operation. If you form a farmers'
club, be sure to admit women as members. Do not undertake to hold too
Is there among British
many meetings. One ineetiug a month
seafarers that does not
is probably enough. The subjects for
debate should be those of local interest,
know the "chain locker,"
and these should be thoroughly worked
that den just opposite the
up by the use of farm papers. Start a mint, like an exaggerated bear pit?
small library at once of the best farm
The homeward bounder, his heart light
books. The social effect should be as
as thistledown with the first taste of
important as the educative. Associate
the movement with the introduction of liberty after his voyage's long impristelephones—if you have not already onment. takes no heed of its squalor—
Don't no. not even in the drear December
circuits of sufficient extent.
introduce topics which will lead to a slushiness following upon a Shadwel)
quarrel for farmers' rights. You will snowstorm. If he does glance around
invariably tind that the most shiftless shudderingly at the haggard faces of
farmers are the most zealous in hunting
th»· unshipped for a moment, the feel
up something, or somebody, that is in of the beloved half sheet of blue foolstheir way. Let somebody else tight the
in his club
oleomargarine, while you learn how to cap ostentatiously displayed
tight weeds, neglect, and waste, and bad fingered right hand brings the departmarketing. Just now the most im- ing look of satisfaction back swiftly
portant topic is how to get at markets enough. It is his "account of wages."
with your products.
his passport within the swing doors of
An enthusiastic letter comes from a the othee. which he will presently exher
of
woman, who says she spends part
change for the few pieces of gold for
time teaching and part of her time gardenwhich he has given such a precious
the
"into
her
She
takes
pupils
ing.
life.
garden for an hour or more every day." slice of his
But the outward bounder, his hands
This is a graud idea, when it is not interfered with by the school authorities. In thrust deep into empty pockets, the bitdue time we shall have all our schools ter taste of begrudged bread parching
arranged on some such basis. It would his mouth and the scowling face of his
be well if every other hour could be
boarding master refusing to pass from
given to outdoor thinking, study and his mind's eye—he It is who feels the
in
be
work. If nothing could
taught
utter desolation of the crowded chain
this way, it would be enongh to show
his very soul. After a
the work that nature is carrying on in locker corrode
the way of evolution. The fact is that long day's tramp around the docks,
noue of us sees one-tenth of what is
sneaking on board vessels like a thief
t;oing on about us, because we have not and asking the mate for a "chance"
been educated to see things thoroughly. with bated breath, as if begging for
It is just so with hearing and with smellpence, unsuccessful and weary, he reing. We are all partially blind and turns to this walled in pit of gloom
partially deaf. The end of education
should be to widen out the range of life
for pupils. They ought to know how to
hear the different birds and distinguish
their songs. They ought also to be able
with the growth or
to sympathize
growths that are going on. The educational value of cross-breeding plants is
The study of weeds and
very great.
fungoids is just as interesting and important as the study of valuable plants.
A boy who has found out the use of a
weed has sharpened his wits, and is on
the way to becoming a valuable member
who
of society. This little woman
writes says that she used "to get all
tuckered out with teaching" before she
iiot at this idea of taking her sessions in
outdoor teaching and study. Now she
"feels fresher at night than when she
That
went to work in the morning."
shows that our present system of teaching children is wrong all around. The
best educators are now agreed that the
school system must be modified much
more radically to develop the physical
life of the children. Does our friend
know what the word "tuckered" means?
Seventy-five years ago girls' dresses were
made with tive or six tucks, and each
year one of these was let down to match
her growth.—Tribune Farmer.

"Ali. ves. yer anner. bat it 8 said that
far the In at t'lrty y^ars."
"Isn't It time it was altered, then,

retorted the clerk, magisterial again,
•s he entered flfty-Ave on the articles
The old fellow's quaint speech, added
to an Indefinable aureole of good humor about him, had completely changed the sullen aspect of our crowd, so
that for the moment we quite forgot
that but fourteen of us were engaged
to take the four thousand ton ship Ga-

WHO

CREAMERY INSTRUCTION.
The idea that President Alden of the
Maine Dairyman's Association has so
earnestly advocated of itinerant instruction to creamery operators and
dairymen who make cream is an important one. While the creamery work
in our state iu its standard of excellence
all around compares favorably with that
iu other states, yet there is always room
for advancement. Dairy work with its
many exacting processes is being critically studied at the numerous dairy schools
and experiment stations, and further
knowledge is constantly being acquired.
It is important that this knowledge be
disseminated where it is needed as
promptly as practicable. Our institutes
and conventions have done much in the
way of spreading information, but they
as a rule have directed their efforts more
to the makers of the milk on the farm
than to its management after it leaves
Our creamery
the maker's hands.
operators dropped into methods of work,
the best available at the time, and have
been reaching results fairly creditable
to the business. As a rule, however,
the coniinement of these operators to
their duties has not admitted of their
attending on the public instruction that
has been open to the farmers who are
making the milk. Consequently such
progress as they have been able to make
has been chiefly limited to their owu
studies while carrying on the work.
This, however, is not enough. Mind
must come in contact with mind.
The most effective way of improving
methods aud practices at the creameries
that has yet been devised is through
traveling instructors going on to the
ground where the work is carried on,
aud there on the spot correcting defects
and suggesting the adoption of the best
that is known regarding methods and
practices in the business. It is hoped
that President Aldenwill persevere with
his efforts in this direction, and that he
aud the new administration of agricultural affairs iu our state, will be able
uuder the new law to introduce a work
of this kind.
It is through this traveling instruction
that the neighboring provinces have
made the rapid progress iu butter making and cheese making that has marked
The Western Ontario
their efforts.
Assciation have put three traveling instructors among their creameries the
Assopresent season, while the Eastern
ciation, in addition to instruction at the
factories, will endeavor to disseminate
special instruction among the farmers
that will lead to a better raw material
being delivered at the factory.
Thus it is that if we will keep up with
the march of progress going on about us
we must put forth efforts to that end.—
Maiue Farmer.

discharge says twenty-fi^e.

returned the clerk.

Alphonso
McGinty

retb to New Zealand first and then to
any other part of the world, voyage
not to exceed three years.
So with even the Dutchmen laughIns and chuckling in sympathy with
\he fun they felt, but didn't under·
Btand. we all dispersed with our ad
vance notes to get such discount as
.n
fate and the sharks would allow,
good time we were all aboard, for ships
were scarce and all of us anxious to
cet away, but when we saw the vast,
gaunt hull well down to pllmsoli's mark
and the four towering steel giants of
masts, with their immense

spreading

branches, and thought of the handful

to manage them we felt a
colder chill than even the biting edge
of the bitter east wind bad given us.
We mustered in the dark, iron barn
of the toks'l and began selecting bunks
temporarily until we were picked for
watches. when our attention was ar
rested by the voice of McGlnty, sayiug:
we

were

"Bhoys!"

All turned toward him where he stood,
with a bottle of rum and a teacup, and
^ hen the
no one needed a second call.
bottle was empty and our hearts had
gone out to the donor, he said, clearing
his throat once or twice:
I'm an lm·
"Rhovs. fergive me.

1 broke me right kneecap an
five ribs comin' home from l-riseo in
the l.umeeh—fell from the foreign liant
vard-an' I bin three months in Poplar
hospital. 1 can't go aloft, but I didn't
think what a crime It was goln* to be
ag'in ye all until 1 see this awful over
sparred brute here. Don't be hard on
Ye wouldn't have me
me.
bhoys.
etarve ashore, would ye. now. or fret
nie poor owld heart out In the wurkhouse after forty-five years on the open

poshter.

He

stopped

ami looked around dis

tressfully. and in that moment all our
We were a
hearts warmed to him.
raised crowd, of course, but nearly half

of us were British, and there would
have beeu a stormy scene It any υί the
alieus had ventured to raise a protest

against

McGlnty's

Incapacity.

*-

didn't express our sympathy, but we
felt It. and he. with native quickness,
knew that wo did. and never from that
day forward did the brave old chap
bear a word of complaint from any of
us about having to do his work.
Just theu the voice of the bos η
sounded outside. "Turn to." and as we
departed to commence work, although
not a word was said, there was a fierce
determination among us to protect Me
Ginty against any harshness from the
officers on accouut of his disablement.
I—Τ
There was too much of a bustle getting
out of dock for any notice to be taken
"Bhoyn. teryive inc. f'm an imposhter.' I
of his stiff leg. which he had so clever
and Jealously eyes tbe company of misly concealed while shipping: but. the
erable» like himself, aa if 1» each one mate
happening to call him up to the
bim
Le saw a poteutial suateher from
forecastle bead for something, his
of bis last hope of a bertb.
lameness was glaringly apparent at
Out waril bounders bave little to saj I once to the bos'n. who stood Ι'«·1» ml
to eacb otlier in tbe cbuin locker. They uitn.
For just a minute it looked like
wait, not like honest laborers seeking I trouble as the bos'n began to bluster
legitimate employment but like half I about bis being a cripple, but we all
tried prisoners awaiting sentence. Hiisl
gathered round, and the matter was er
characteristic Is so universal that, al- fectually settled at once.
though we who bided the coming of I We never regretted our consldeiation.
the lîareth's skipper had all got our for. while It was true that he conldn t
discharges in and so felt reasonably get aloft, and those mighty sails would
sure of her. we had not exchanged half I bave been a handful for double our
a dozen words among the fourteeu of I
number in a breeze of wind, there ne\
us.
er was a more willing, tireless worker
j
But there suddenly appeared in our I on deck, and below he was a perfect
midst a square built, rugged faced man I godsend.
Ills suuuy temper, bubbling
of middle height, whose gray eyes fun and Inexhaustible stock of yarns
and
nose
ruiued
his
across
twinkled
made our gray lives happier than thev
whose mouth had that droll droop of had ever been at sea before. I r w had
readiness
the lower Up that shows a
allowed it. he would have been a sla\e
not onlv to laugh in and out of season,
to all of us, for we carried no boys and
but almost pathetically invites the be- all the odd domestic jobe of the tok*
lie it was who
holder to laugh too.
had to be done by ourselves. As it was
broke tbe stony silence by saying in I be was
always doing something for
the richest brogue. "Is it all av usl
and as he was a trough
somebody,
bhoys that does be goin' In tbe wan I sailor iu bis general bandlnesh and
I
mo·
most
tbe
Even
ship. I wondherV"
ability hie services were highly appre
rose among us felt an inclination to
elated. Lie made the Garetb a comι
but
Just
smile, we hardly knew why.
fort able ship in spite of her manifold
I
then the swing door of the engaging
ottice burst open and a hoarse voicel
time we reached the "roaring
shouted. "Crew o' tbe (Jareth here!
forties" and began to run the east ng
The words, like some irresistible cen- down. The long, tempestuous s retch
tripetal force, sucked iu from the re- of the southern ocean lay hefort us.
motest corner of the large area every
and the prospect was by no meaus
who
man. and In a moment all of us.
The Garetb. in spue of her
cheering.
had. as we thought, secured our chances
bulk, had given us a taste of her
huge
by lodging our discbarges beforehand, quality when running before a heavy
were seized with something of a panic
of wind shortly after got ng
lest we should lose the ship after all. I clear of the channel, and we knen th.i
Heavens, how we thrust and tore our
way into the otBce past the burly I>o- a vessel that welcomed every how n*
liceman who held every oue of us at
invited
sea as at. old friend and freely
the pinch or the door until he was sather
i, to range the « hole expanse of
with
isfied of our right to enter! Once
decks from poop to foks I. An
In we felt safe and stood nervously
accordance with precedent, we knew
fingering our caps while tbe clerk
that she would be driven to the last ex
bleu over the usual formula, to which I
tremlty of canvas endurance, not only
none of un gave the slightest heed. I
lu
the hope of making a quick parage,
I
Signing on began and proceeded apace. but because shortening sail after real y
to the accompaniment of a running
°
tutrd runolug wne uueli ou M
of questions as to age, nationality, last I
the handful of men
upon
ship. etc.. to which answers, if not I the crow, so that when once the IIM t
promptly forthcoming, were. I am falls were secure an attempt wouldIn
afraid, supplied by the questioner. wave be made to hang on to the still
There was a subdu»*d chuckle, and thel
™
enormous «.rood of
man who had spoken outside stood ut
the gale blew itself out or we had run
the counter.
But,or »°'"® a"8
; oui of lie tout urea.
"What name?" snapped the clerk.
tbe brave west wind lingered in its lair,
was
anner."
"Alpbonso Mciïlnty. yer
and we slowly crept to tbe 8ontl,v™r
the answer. No exquisite witticism ever I
«le
and eastward with trumpery
of
burst
raised a more wholesome
spurts of northerly and "or'hwesterly
that
I
laughter. It positively brightened
We had reached 4.
breexe.
dull hole like a ray of sea sunshine.
south and about 10 degrees east when
"How old?" said the clerk in a voice
one afternoon it fell calm.
still tremulous.
; One of the most magnificent sunsets
1
me.
befrl'nd
flrty-1
"God
ferget Say
spread Us glories over the

^hTdue

breez/

rt^«.o..eofiUow«tMtofbercl^;

gab-|

tirej

Hood Farm
Calf Scour Cure\

edy

for.

sucking pigs

from

to five

Should be used with

Hood Farm

months old, either barley or middlings
is good. Barley and skim milk make

Digestive Powder

For inllamed udders in milch cows
try rubbing with a mixture of lard and
commun salt, using about as much salt
as the lard will take up.

digestion, creates an appetite, and
keeps calves from shrinking. The
perfect combination for checking
scours and preventing stunted growth

For

two

good pork.

Lice on hogs may be killed by pouring
coal oil (in small quantity) all along the
back of ears. Lard and kerosene, hall
and half, rubbed in, is good.

kindness—overfeeding.

Uvns Just nothin' at ail to the gnawin'
ache at ιιι«· heart."
Silent·»· whipped us round again, for
who among us could timl any words to
apply to su< h a story as that? And it
utteeted us all the more because of its
complete contrast to McCinty's usual
bright, cheery and uncomplaining bu
uior.
Not another word was spoken by
any one until the sharp strokes on the
little bell aft cleft the still air and in
immediate response one rose and smote
the big bell hanging at the break of the
foks'l four double blows, ushering in
The
the first watch of the night
watch on deck relieved wheel and lookout. and we who were fortunate enough
to have the "eight hours in" lost no
time in seeking our respective bunks,
since in those stern latitudes we might

a sudden call at any moment
We had hardly been asleep five minutes. it seemed, when a hoarse crj
came pealing In through the foks'l door
of "All hands on deck! Shorten sail!"
And as we all started wide awake we
heai-d the furious voice of the southern
tempest tearing up the face of the deep
and felt the massive fabric beneath our
feet leaping and straining under the
tremendous strain of her great breadths
of canvas that we had left hanging so

expect

idly at eight bells.

Out into the black night we hurried,
meeting the waiting mate at the foremast and anwering his first order of
"Man the foretops'ls downhaul!" with
the usual repetition of his words.

Weird cries arose as we hauled with al!
strength on the c'ownhauls aiul
spilling lines, while overhead we could
hear, even above the roar of the storm,
the deep booui of the topsails fiercely
lighting against the restraining gear
Then, with a hissing, spiteful snarl
came snow and sleet, lashing us like
shotted whips and making the darkour

h

A

pepsin preparation

which aids

in young stock.

Two si*ea of each Μ and 12.50. Large
holds four times dollar else.
Hood Farm Garget Cure, for garget and inflammation iu the udder. SI and I2J0. Hood
Farm Hog Powders prevent hos> cholera and
keep awine in prime condition. Price, 91.
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by
—

F. A.

SHURTLEFF fc

South Parte, Mo.

CO.,!

Imaginable
western sky

Great splashes
of
geoos coloring stained tbe pale hint
the heavens and Illuminated the fan
tastlc crags and ranges of cloud that
lav motionless around the horizon liki
Λ
fragments of a disintegrated world.
listless swell came solemnly from

the west at
ihat waiting
motiou in the glassy waters and making the Immense square* of canvas

that hnng straight as boards from th«
yards slau. against the steel masts
with a sullen bcom. Except for that occasionally recurring sound, a solemn
stillness reigued supreme, while the

wide mirror of the ocean reflected
ftiithrullv all the flnmlng tints of the
sky. Quietly nil of us gathered on the
foks'l head for the second dog watch
smoke, but for some time all seemed
strangely disinclined for the desultory
chat that usually takes place at thai
Pipes were puffed "
.Hence for half an hour until suddenly
McGlnty broke the spell, his voico
sounding strangely clear and vibrant

pleasant

^•'1 had
No

down cusstdness that of Ingratitude to
one's parents is the most contempt!·
ble."

one

hour.

a

night.
spoke, and after a
pulls at his pipe he

quare dbrame lasht

stirred

or

few meditative
went on:
"I dhreamt that 1 was a tiny gos
■Qpp agTp at horn· 1» pwld Baltimore

HONEYMOON QUARRELS SOMETIMES
END IN SEPARATION.
Trivial
the

Thlnsm

Sea

Wreck»
the

of
of

That

Have

Matrimony
Married

Strewn
the

With

Uvea

Before

Voynife Wna Fairly Begun.

"Tlie only reliable thins in marriage
Is its uncertainty," Douglas Jerrold
once remarked in a cynical moment,
and, like many sayings to which one

dreadfully."
"But. surely,"

the judge remarked,
"this is not a sufficient reason for slay-

lii^i uway

rum

juui

uuomuuu.

.....

would think It was, my lord," the Ι:ι«Ι\
I
replied, "if you lived with him.
couldn't pet ii wink of sleep in any par:
of the house, and even the neighbors
complained of his snoring. It will kill
me if i have to go hack."
Unreasonable suspicions have contributed as much as any cause to the
of husbands and wives In one

undoing
Clirnr·.
which was unfolded
little difference be- domestic tragedy
In the law courts a few years ;ιμο a
a
said
dealer,
tween good cigars."
married wife had received :! let"though they have many names. I newly
in a masculine hand The
addressed
ter
for
many
have been in the business
was of a Jealous temper
who
At the same moment McOinty'a arms
husband,
served
years and at one time or another
flew up.
letter,
anient, demanded to see the
most of the prominent men of the
wife refused to show lutn
ness more profound because of the imI have always smoked and which the
country.
possibility of opeuing tbe eyes against consider myself a critic, but after 1
Ιίίμΐι words ensued, and in a m .ment
tbe stinging fragments of ice. But aftuncontrollable passion the tu:s!>and
of
for
I
can't
tell
two
or
a
have had
cigar
er much stumbling and struggling we
his wife, with the result that *Ιμ·
struck
the
is
what
odor
the
life of me by
and the
to her parents and refused
home
went
got the four huge topsails down
Of
name of the cigar I am smoking.
without waiting for the order started
with him again.
I can name it by its shape, and to live
course
aloft to furl, the pitiful Incapacity of
The most tragic and dramatic part
anybody knows a strong cigar from a
our numbers most glaringly apparent.
of the story was the lady's statement
mild
one. but the most expert can be
letter which had
The pressure of the wind was so great
in spite of this, iu court that the
fooled on brands,
that it was no easy matter to get aloft;
caused all the trouble had been writon
certain
insist
men
many prominent
but, clinging like cats, we present!?
her brother.
brands and are unhappy if they don't ten by
found ourselves, six of the port watch,
A clergyman told the writer that lie
Sometimes they complain
them.
get
on the foretops'l yard.
married a rustic couple whose
that an inferior tobacco Is beiug used, once
life terminated at the
The first thing evident was that the
matrimonial
but that is not true. Their taste has
the conclusion of the
at
door
church
great sail was very slightly subdued
palled, and they need a change."
wedding ceremony.
by the gear. It hovered about the yard
like a white balloon, making it both
It appears that the bridegroom had
Tlrctl of 111ν Talk.
that his bride hail suiti her
difficult and dangerous to get out along
discovered
a
certain
in
Scotland
trial
recent
At a
which had been one ot the
the spar. The storm scourged us pitimangle,
be
exbos
to
witness
the
lady got into
lessly. The great round of the sail re- amined when the following conversa- chief inducements to marry her. and
she had made an equally disappointing
sisted ail our attempts to fist it, and tion took
place between her and the opwe seemed as helpless as children.
discovery that her swain had sold a
couusel:
posing
handsome clock on which she had set
Some bold spirits clutched the lifts
Counsel—IIow old are you?
her heart. Thus were two lives wreck
and, swinging above the sail, tried to
Miss Jane—Ota, weel, sir, I am an unhowever
stamp a hollow into it with their feet, married woman and dlnna think it ed by a maud- and a clock,
strange and foolish it may seem.
but against tbe increasing fury of the
that
to
answer
question.
right
In another case a yourg widow who
tempest we seemed to be utterly impoThe Judge-Oil, yes, answer the gen
married an elderly bachelor who
had
We were so widely separated,
tent
♦.
tieman. How old are you?
was
reputed to be wealthy found
too, that each man appeared to be esMiss Jane—Weel-a-weel, I am fifty.
after her marriage that lier faim» lover
saying α giant's task single handed,
Counsel—Are you uot more?
had parted with every peun> ul his
and that horrible sense of fast oozing
Miss Jane—Weel. I am sixty.
fortune In purchasing an annuity for
strength was paralyzing us. Feeling
The inquisitive lawyer still further
so disgusted
left our bands. We smote them sav- asked if she had any hopes of getting his own life and was
with his meanness that she left him
agely against that unbending sail with- married, to which Miss Jane replied:
to the undisturbed enjoyment of his
out sensation, and still we seemed no
"Weel, sir. I wlnna tell a lep. 1 hinna
annuity.
nearer the conclusion of our task. But lost hope yet." scornfully adding, "but
One recreant husband gave as a reasuddenly the ship gave a great lurch I widna marry you, for I am sick and
son for declining to live with his wife
moment
one
for
to windward, and Just
tired of your palaver already."
the discovery that the hair which bad
the hitherto unyielding curve of the
ITow fllrd* Mlcmti.
constituted her chief charm In his eyes
In that Instant every
sail quivered.
Many of the smaller and weaker was false and that he could no longer
fist had clutched a fold, and with a
like the ily catchers, vireos, either love or respect a wife who had
flash of energy we strained every sinew birds,
in order bo deceived him.—London Tit·Bits.
wrens, kinglets and bluebirds,
our
to contjuer
enemy.
to avoid their enemies, the hawks,
the
to
madman
like
a
get
Tugging
111m Scheme.
make their long (lights by night, stopsail spilled, I glanced sideways and
Filbert—Aren't you afraid to be so
flash ping for rest and food in the daytime.
saw, to my horror, by a jagged
and bolder ones, like the knowing about poker when your wife
of lightning, the rugged face of Mc- The larger
hawks and crows, and those of ex- is around?
"There is

Ginty.

I had hardly recognized him when,
with a roar like the combined voices of
a troop of lions, the sail tore itself

Spring Humors

Come to moet people and

troubles,—pimples,
regular Intervals, giving
eruptions, besides
a
sl.if» stately, rhythmical

long,

PASTED BY TRIFLES

may object, this aphorism contains at
least an elementary truth. It is a curious fact that while some matrimonial
barks survive fifty or more years of
voyaging and come safely into harbor
desperate light with the mlzzen and at last others are wrecked before they
jigger topsails. The decks were like leave the still waters of the honeythe sea overside, for wave after wave moon.
toppled inboard, and it was at the most
This was the fate of a couple known
imminent risk to life and limb that we to the writer who were married a few
of
relief
scrambled aft. quite a sense
years ago under the brightest of auscoming as we swung ourselves upward pices and for whom their friends pre
out of that turbulent flood into the rig- dieted
nothing but happiness. The very
ging again.
first day of the honeymoon their wedIîut I was almost past feeling now. ded lives came to an abrupt and t.uyic
A dull, aching sense of loss clung termination
from the simplest of
around my heart, and the patient, kind- causes.
ly face of my shipmate seemed branded
The bride had brought with her on
upon my eyes as be lifted It to the the honeymoon a parasol of a vivid, agstormy skies in his last supplicatory gressive red color, to which her bus
1 went about my work doggedmoan.
band objected. lie begged her not (■
ly, mechanically, indifferent to cold, use it, but she persisted. The dispute
fatigue or pain, until, when at last she grew warmer and warmer, heated
was snugged down and under the fore
words were exchanged, until at last in
lower topsails and reefed foresails was an
impulse of anger the bridegr or.i
some
like
darkness
flying through the
snatched the sunshade out of his wife's
into
hunted thing. I staggered wearily
hands ar.d threw it into the sea
the cheerless foks'l. dropped upon a
Thus ended their life together, for
chest and stared moodily at vacancy.
tin i.
the indignant young wife t<»<
Somebody said. "Where's McGinty?" train to her mother's home, and from
That roused me. It seemed to put new
that day to this the foolish people haw
life and hope into me, for 1 replied
never met
rest
the
to
"He's
gome
quite brightly:
In another case, known professional
be was talking about in the dog watch.
to the writer, a dispute as to witly
thank
He'll never eat workhouse bread,
pronunciation of a word completely
God."
wrecked the married life of a y«
Lr.ger questioning followed, mingled
and brought their little tragi-d ν
couple
with utter amazement at his getting
the light of the law courts.
into
But when all had said
aloft at all.
It came out in evidence that dipii L
their say one feeling had been plainly
the honeymoon the bridegroom 1 ad
thankfulof
deep
manifested--a feeling
ventured to correct the bride, who had
ness that such a grand old sailor as our
mispronounced a word at the break t'as:
fain
he
where
shipmate McGinty was
table. She resented the correction
well
would be, taking his long and
maintaining that she was riuht and
earned rest.
lord and master wrong. The argument
thus begun ended in a bitter quarrel,
"Dnd."
Only
during which each disputant no doubt
An exchange says: "There is a class
said things which had much !·«-..
of men who are seldom if ever appre- have been left unsaid, with the result
ciated at their true value. In this en- that the
silly couple si paratod, oa<-h relightened age they are commonly called fusing to yield to the other.
It is dad that humps himself
'Dad.'
Efforts were made by their friends
in the
year in and year out on the farm,
and relatives to heal the breach. In.:
otlice, store or workshop in order that no
< .>«I
purpose, and the little tragedy
his boy and girl may go away to school eil
In η judicial separation.
and upon their return home that the
It seems almost incredible that p<<>
boy may have a fine horse and top bug- pie should allow their lives to be wroek
dad
is
It
gy and the girl a costly piano.
ed by such trivial causes. I ut in I»oiL
that hustles and cultivates great calthese cases actual fact proves stranger
loused knots on his hands and becomes even than fiction.
stoop shouldered in order that his offMore ludicrous, if not tu re trivial
spring may revel in luxury and make was the cause that separated η conpl»
sons
His
themselves.
tarnal fools of
who were united less than a y· ai
and daughters hnve learned at his ex- In a suit
by a husband for the resiitu
fashioned
old
ways.
pense to despise his
tlon of conjugal rights the wife de
his
of
They secretly laugh at the style
clared that it was impossible t" liv<
Sunday coat and his bell crowned hat. with the plaintiff "because he snored s
On Sunday, when his daughter lias

company and he would sit in the parlor
and listen to the music, lie is given in
various ways to understand that his
the poor
presence is not desirable, and
old man goes into the kitchen and remains the balance of the afternoon.
God help the son or daughter who goes
mi il.nl!
In tlio catalogue of low

|

1

FARM FAGOTS.

I'd been wandherin' an' sthrayin', God away from us. and with bleeding hands
alone knows where, fer a dbreadful I clutched at the footrope stirrup ns I
long while. It seemed, until at lasbt, fell back. Hut at the same moment
whin I was ready to die from sheer MoGint\'s arms flew up. He caught at
weariness an' fright, I heard me di-ar the empty gloom above him and fell,
mother's sweet voice eryin', 'Where's gasping "In manus tuus, Domine!" Far
Founleavicivergot to this long while?' beneath us the· hungry sea seethed and
Oh, 'twas as if an angel from hiven whirled, its white glare showing ghastspoke to me. an' 1 cried wid all me ly against the thick darkness Above.
heart an' me tongue. 'Here, mother, For two or three seconds I hung as If
bere I am!' An' she gathered me up In irresolute whether to follow my poor
her arms that was so soft an' cozy till old shipmate or not Then the heavy
1 felt as if 1 was a little tired chick
flapping at the sail aroused me, and,
ueshtlin' into its motln-r's feathers in springing up again. I renewed my efth«> snuggest av nrsts. I didn't go to forts.
I Just let meself sink down,
sleep
The ship had evidently got a wipe up
down into rest, happy as any saint In into the wind, for the sail wj>s now
glory An" thin t woke up wid a big. powerless against us, and in less than
t« a»·!»' nebe all ovt r uie ρ < r owld lno
Ave minutes it was fast and we were
But. bad as that was, descending with all speed to renew our
ken up body

~

FALLING OFF IN BUTTtR PRODUCT.
Custom in the butter markets has
established May 1st as the beginning of
the trade year iu butter. A review of
the year just closed reveals some important facts in connection with the butter supply.
A year ago it was generally
understood by those concerned with the
business that the make of butter in the
"
country at large was on the increase. It five, ?or
I
proves, however, that the receipts of
butter in the markets of the country
have beeu considerably less in the year
just closed than was the case during the
year previous. New York shows a falling off of U2,S78 packages. Chicago's
falling off was still greater being 103,UU7
A euro for sooim, cholera, diarrhoea.
packages, while Boston receipts were
2,000,000 pounds less than the year Saves more than 75 per cent, of all
before.
constant use at
With the markets now swept abso- calves treated. In
when
lutely clean of old butter, and a shortage Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass.,
iu the make of this opeuing year, it is as required. Stock owners who have
good as certain that the butter market used it would not be with out it.
in the year to come will rule higher than Cures the worst cases. Just the remfor the"year past.—Maine Farmer.
stock owners have been looking

A writer in a daily journal tells of ι
Beef and butter will range high ii
tine Jersey calf, two months old, being
wil
Farmers
come.
price for a year to
over a thousand miles by ex
do well to plan their operations so as t» shipped
was killed in ten days bj
, press, and
th<
of
all
take
possible advantage

situation.

"Your

NUMBER 22.

.

cauee many
boils and other
lues of appetite,

very

tremely rapid (light,

like the swallows

and humming birds, migrate fearlessly
by day, and there are some, like the
Canada geese, which travel just when
they choose, by day or night. Migrating birds usually fly at a height of
from one to three miles, and this enables them to see the rivers, the mountain ranges and the coast line. By
direct their course, the old
these

they
birds remembering the way they came
before and th»^*oung ones following.—
that tired feeling, fits of biliousness,
Woman's Home Companion.
headache.
and
indigestion
The sooner one gets rid of them the
Tlio ΛΛ'γοιικ of Intolerance.
better, and the way to get rid of them
The intolerant state of mind is inand to build up the system that has
injurious both to the state and to the
suffered from them is to take
dividual. It goes with conceit and
is
deadly pride. The strange thing
that men are apt to plume themselves
It is evident
upon their intolerance'.
that a man's conduct and a nation's
Forming in combination the Spring conduct should be the result of thought
but intolerance stops
Medioine par excellence, of unequalled and judgmeut,
thought and destroys Judgment.-Cenas
blood
the
in
purifying
strength

Hood's Sarsaparitla
and Pills
shown by

manent

unequalled, radical

cores

and per-

of

Scrofula
•oald Head
All Kinds of Humor
Blood Polaonlng
Catarrh

Salt Rheum

Bolls, Pimple·

Psoriasis

Rheumatism

tury.

With

»

Porpoic.

there an ungrammatlcal
sentence in one of your speeches?"
"There was," answered Representative Husker. "I put it there on purfolks up to
pose. You eee, we're plain
Punkln Corners, and 1 don't want my

"Wasn't

Dyspepsia, Eto
constituents to think I'm getting proud
Accept no substitute, but be sore to
Just because I've come to congress."—
get Seed's, aad get it today.
Washington Star.

It is the
man who laughs the loudest over a
poker joke who knows the least about
the game. My wife knows that, and it
is my cue to be the man who does the
loud laughter. -Boston Transcript.

Kilty- Quite the contrary.

Hard Luck.
IJpwitt—It's sad about (îruet losing

his leg in that railroad accident
dis
Jewett—les. It must be a great
appointment to him. lie was always
with both
talking about "getting there
feet"—Brooklyn Life.
make
If a thing isn't true, why try to
believe that it Is? Why not accept the truth on every subject? Why

yourself
fool

yourself?—Atchison

Globe.

DOCTORS

say "Consumption can be cured."
Nature alone won'tdo It. It needs
help. Doctors say

"Scott's Emulsion

is the best help." But you must
continue its use even in hot
weather.
If you have not tried It, «end for free «ample.
SCOTT & BOWNB, Chemist»,
New
409-4x5 I*earl Street,
50c. and Ji.oo; all druggist.

York.

ABSURD COSTUMES.
a Carious Waiter Made
England In 1806.
A wager was made in 1S06 In the caatle yard, York, England, between
Thomas Hodgson and Samuel Whitehead as to which should succeed In assuming the must singular character.
Umpires were selected whose duty it
was to decide upon the comparative
absurdity of the costumes In which the
two mon were to appear. On the appointed day Hodgson came before ihe
umpires decorated with banknotes of
various values, his coat and vest being
entirely covered with them. Besides
these he had a row of five guinea
pieces down his back, a netted purse of
gold around his head and a placard on
his back bearing the legend, "John

Otrteome

of

In

Hull."
Whitehead came on the scene dressed
like a woman on one side, one half of
his face painted and a silk stocking
and slipp'.T on one foot and leg. The
other half of his face was blackened
On the corso as to resemble a ne^ro.
responding side of his body he wore a
gaudy long tailed linen coat, his |pg
on that side being Incased in half a
pair of leather breeches and a boot
with a spur, ne wore a wig of sky

blue braided down his back and tied
with yellow, red and orange colored
ribl>ons.
One would naturally fancy that he
presented the most singular and ludibut the umpires
crous appearance,
must have thought differently, as they
awarded the stakes, some £20, to Ilodgson.
American Economy.

"American economy." says ITutchins
"
Hapgood in Ainslee's, is the economy
that consists In doing things on a large
scale. In producing much rather than
The old system of
In saving little.
economy consists in picayune retrenchment. 'Take care of the pennies, and
the dollars will take care of themselves,' is. from a modern point of view,
That a hundred
as false ns it is trite.
French families can live on what one
American family throws away is an exaggeration. but were it not it would
indicate the soundness of American
economy, not the lack of It. Whence
comes the tremendous energy of our
nation in business, in production, in
growth generally. In practical improvements and inventions? It comes from
a high standard of living. To do much
work nourishment is necessary, and
who are so well nourished as Americans? What nation consumes so much
good food, in what other country do
the people demand so many luxuries?
Where do they demand so much from
life generally, in social equality. In full
opportuuity for work, pleasure und education?"

lie Knew the I.utly.

ill the eminent professor at
social gathering, addressing his remarks to a small man to whom he had
been Introduced, "I tlatter myself that
I rarely fail to rend a face correctly."
"So?" queried the small man.
"Yes.
Now, there Is a lady." continued the professor, pointing to a two
hundred pound specimen of the fair

"Yes,"

sa

a

"the lines of whose countenance
clear as print to me. The chin
•hows firmness of disposition, amounting to obstinacy; the pointed nose, a vithe capacious
cions
temperament;
mouth, volubility; the square chin denotes trouble for those who oppose her
wishes; the eyes show u hardness of
heart"—
"Wonderful, truly wonderful, prosex,

«r<* ns

lotiirrmitixl the small

man.

"You evidently know something of
the lady, then?" said the professor.
"Sure!" replied the small man. "She
Is my wife."—Chicago News.
Wouldn't Commit

lllmarlf.

There is in a town in the north of
England a certain preacher of Hibernian antecedents who considers himself
to be a speaker <-f perfect English, but

who is generally credited with the possession of as rich a brogue as can be
found anywhere in Tipperary.
Some mention was made of his peculiar pronunciation at a church meetlie
ing. which greatly angered him.
Immediately called upon one of the
members and, after complaining of the
Injustice done him. asked him whether
In his opinion a single trace of the
his
In
was io be observed

brogue
speech.

"Well," his friend answered, "if you
wish to deny it I should advise you to
do so in writing."—London Answers.
The Polonzelo Arrow.
"An arrow studded with the most
costly of stones, tipped at both ends
with pure virgin gold and bended with
the feathers of the rarest birds." Such
Is the description given of the "Polonzelo arrow," which in 1434 was pre-

sented to Sir John Dalcourt by α Spanish gentleman. This wonderful arrow
was made in 1204 by an ancestor of
the

Spaniard's,

and every stone and

Jewel with which it was sot was said
to represent α human life cut short
through its Instrumentality. The stones
Indicated the number of men to whom
it had curried death, while the curiously fashioned gold and silver Jewels

represented the women who
under its poisoned point.

had fallen

Ilou to Shnrpon η Carvlni; Knife.
A carving knife needs to have η different kind of an edge from a razor.
The steel which ordinarily accompanies a carving knife and fork is very
well to give a finishing touch to the
edge, but an ordinary whetstone, such
as a reaper uses for his scythe or sickle,

Is the most useful implement a carver
can keep at hand. Une or two rubs on
each side of a knife whet It up mlghtily, and then two or three finishing
touches from the steel and the knife Is
in order to do most excellent execution.
The White Shark.

The most dreaded and ferocious
ehnrk now in existence is the great
white shark of tropical waters. It is
the man eater par excellence. Specimens have been captured which measured forty-two feet in length. Whether it has done so or not, this frightful
creature would certainly have no dif-

ficulty in literally swallowing

a

man

whole.

Creel.
Mrs. Street—I have been very careful
I have told her
with my daughter.
whenever she is going to speak to stop
and listen how it sounds.
Mrs. Lane—You ought to tell her to
follow the same rule when she is about
to

sing.—Yonkers

Statesman.

Flttlnir.

La Montt—Here Is a periodical devoted to air navigation.
La Moyne— Ah. it must be a fly paper.
—Philadelphia Record.
Give what you have. To some it
may be better than you dare to think.

—Longfellow.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK

IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
PARIS HILL·
nret
Pastor.

BapUat Church, Set. H. H. BUhop,
Preaching every Sunday M 11 Α. M.
Sumtay School M13 M. Sabbath Evening Ser
vice at 7:90 p. u. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at Τ SO p. M.
Universalis Church. Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. Msumlay School at 12 M.

ABOUT THE STATE.
ANDOVER.
frVeburg.
The weather is to changeable that
The Woman'· Library Club held its I
innual meeting May 23 and elected farmers are about discouraged. YesChandler Hale of MaiDe has been nomofficers for the coming year:
terday we wore our straw hat, to-day the inated and confirmed as secretary of the
snow.
with
covered
hills
are
Pres.—Mise H. Q. Owtood.
embassy at Vienna, Austria.
Vioe-Pree.—MUt Ellen TlbbetU.
Rains have washed the roads badly.
8ec—Mise II. Warren.
Alfred Despardin of New Auburn was
Some places are nearly impassable.
Treme.—MIm Fanny Tlbbett·.
Kiver
Those who have planted on low ground drowned in tlie Androscoggin
rhe usual committees were chosen, will have to
much of the corn and Sunday, the 25th. He was a boy.
plant
rhe occasion closed with a reception
over.
Alphoneo Currier of Lewiston was
to Miss A. O. Hastings, the retiring potatoes
The grass looks well and promises an
the
in Sabattus Pond

BETHEL.
There was a union service at the Con-

BUCKFIELD.
Dr. Caldwell, R. C. Thomes and J. À.
Rawson have returned from the lakes.
The doctor and Mr. Thomes got each a
4 1-2 pounder, which of course paid well
for all expenses.
A. F. Tilton, wife and Don were up
from Auburn Saturday, also Edgar Vose
from the same place.
Dr. Heald has been confined to his
own quarters for several days with
mumps—not very sick, but having a
care not to spread the same.
The W. C. T. U., at their annual
election on Thursday chose the following
officers:
Pres.—Mrs. Benj Spaulillng.
Vice-Free.—Mn. Julia Harlow.

j

gregational church Sunday morning,
May 26, and Rev. C. N. Gleason, the
pastor, preached an interesting and

forceful sermon before Brown Poet, G.
A. R., and the W. R. C. The organ and
chancel were prettily draped with the
National colors. Special music was rendered by a mixed choir.
The death of Miss E. Belle Dutton of
Norway, which occurred at Newry last
Sunday morning, was sad news to her
Bethel friends, where she formerly resided.

president.

abundant crop.
home from
Unless we have

Mrs. Susan Tucker came
a severe frost, the apple
Boston on Saturday in company with
crop will be heavy.
Mr. and Mrs. Barrows.
Memorial Day was observed here last
Rev. Mr. Burrill of Conway supplied
the

Tuesday and Wednesday the Oxford the Congregational pulpit
Association met with the

Mrs. Lyon, who has been away for a
month or more, returned home Friday
night, and is now established at Lyons- Sec.—Mrs. Jennie Irish.
den for the season.
Τ reus.—Mr». Julia Packard.
Mis* Julia Snow came the first of last
G. H. Mersey has commenced on the
readiin
house
the
to
week,
Emery
put
old meat market to right and renovate.
ness for tlie Matheweons, who are exMrs. Stanley Benson has returned to
pected to arrive in about two weeks. I. W. Shaw's.
Mrs. Snow will come some time this
Byron Libby of Auburn visited his
week.
Memorial Day.
Mrs. M. A. Greene and Dr. Houghton brother
Amial Jones of Somervjlle, Mass., is
left Friday to spend a week at Bailey
visiting friends in town.
Island as the guest of friends.
Susie Dunham of Auburn is visiting
Mrs. I ng rah am and Miss Ingraham
lier parents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeland
arrived here Friday, and opened their
Dunham.
summer residence here for the season.
Stanley Bisbee of Rumford Falls was
Mrs. Davies is expected to join them
in town Friday.
some time next month.
A memorial entertainment by the
The family of Hon. Edward L. Parris
school children at East Bucktield Thursare expected Monday afternoon to open
day, was attended by some of the Bucktheir summer residence here.
The regular meeting of the directors of tield citizens.
The decoration of soldiers' graves was
the Paris Hill Library Association is
mornat 3 in order on Memorial Day in the
June
to
10,
Tuesday.
postponed
ing. At 1:30 p.m. the people repaired
o'clock.
Hall and listened to an
Misses Frances II. and Gertrude E. to Nezinscot
able address by Tascue Atwood, Esq., of
Shorey of Gorham, Χ. II., are visiting Auburn.
The children participated.
their little cousin. Charles Henry HamThere was a large and appreciative
mond, at the home of their grandparents,
Their audience.
Mr. and Mrs. Η. E. Hammond.
Delegates to the various Republican
father, Mr. F. E. Shorey, accompanied the
conventions have been elected as follows:
children, returning on the next train.
state—I W. Shaw, R. H. Morrill.
It is desired that all having books beDistrict—V. p. DeCoeter, F. R. Dver.
longing to the Baptist Sunday School
County—Chat). II. Prince, Dr. A. E. Cole.
library should bring them in, as an adLejflsiailve—A. K. Warren, K. A. Robinson.
dition is to be made, and the books
should all be in for re-arrangement.
(DENMARK.
Mrs. Perham is reported very low in
Mr. C. O. Pendexter and Leon H.
Washington, and her death is daily ex- Ingalls are at Peabody Pond for a few

Sunday.
Harriman, who has grad-

Universalist

on

drowned

ο——-

Wednesday,

11,1902,

church in Bethel.
Very interesting
services were held and the sermons were
and
inspiring. The visitors rehelpful
ceived the hearty hospitality that Bethel
The rain
always accords her guests.
was much in evidence during both sessions but all who had the privilege of

Walter Bakers

I Lave one Colonial .Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new,
for $1§5.

Mrs. Anna Whitmore of Brunswick
The Rumford post, 6. A. R., died Sunday evening, the 25th, as a rewith the Knights of Pythias decorated sult of taking wood alcohol with suicidal

Sunday. Rev. Mr. Southard preached

case,

sermon.

Republican

Republican County

<

maj

One walnut case Toole piano, almost
new, for $400, worth I2S0.
One second haml Ivcrs Λ I'ond
walnut case, for $350, worth

County
County

One second hand Estey organ
Paris, almost new, fur $55

Probate Court.

One second hand Worcester organ, 11

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost *125, for $05.
One second hand square piano,
for $115, worth $140.

County Officers,

Deputy Sheriffs.

j

a

nice

one,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

BLOCK,

BILL'NM

South Paris.

Ν ni in·.

W. H. Winchester,

Walter Baker & Co.

Dorchester, Mass.

Established 1780

Wheeler,

W. J.

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cup ι
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards In
Europe and America.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

AUSTIN TENNEY,

DR.

4ÉES-

Oculist,
will be at

HOUSE, NORWAY, Wednesday, June

ELM

4, S A.

to Ν P.

M.

M.

day only.

om:

LOST

I If II a
Between South Paris ami Paris
bunch of key·. The limier will l»e suitably
rewanleil by leaving saine at the l>eim>cnit
Office, South Paris.

ANNUAL MEETING

Records, Blanks, Horns,

PARIS HILL WATER COMPANY.
I'arlit. Maine, May 21, 1902.
The annual uiect'ng of the stockholder* of the
Paris Hill Water Company for the election of
office re ami the transaction of any other business
t*at may properlv come before «aid meeting
will lie liehl at the llubbanl ll'.u-c, Paris, Me.,,
oil Saturday, .June 14,1902, at « o'clock 1». M.
U. II. IIEALD, Clerk.

Bankrupt's

)

Bankrupt. )

Supplies.

In

Catalogues sent

Rankrii|.tcy.

ARTEL

Bargains !

Ire

T"BREO.\,

DISTRICT UK M AINK, SS.
On this 17th day of May, Α. I». l'.toi. on reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the *.tli day of June. A. I>11)02, before said Court at Portland, In said I Mstrlet, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice tuereof be publl-hcd In The <»xford Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, and «ther persons In
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
ami show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of sail petitioner should not be grained.;
An It is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall »end hv mail to nil known creditor»'
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Wi ness the Honorable Nathan Weiib. Judge
of the *al<l Cou>t, and the >eal thereof, at Port·
land, in said district, on the 17th day of May,
A. I>. 11102.
Α. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[t.. s.J
A true copy of petition ami order thereon.
Attest:—Α. II. DAVIS,Clerk.

are

application.

cream

spoon· :i for I

Teaapoo » £ for 1 rent.
Tableapooii» I cent

compiled

We

on

June

To the Hon. Nathan Wkiib, Judge of the
District Court of the United State·» for the
District of Maine :
.I. RUSSELL, of Sumner, In the
County of Oxford, and Stat»· of Maltie, In
said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 2ltth day of March, last pact, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; tnnt he ha* duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
with all the requirements
and has fully
of said Acts and of the orders of Coutt touching
IiIh bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray*, that he ury lie decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against hi- estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except -u h debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated 'his '.'ml day of May, A. I). l'.*>2.
ARTEL .1 ICI SSEI.L, Kankrupt.
OltOKIt OK NOTICE

and

Ν. H.

Berlin,

Discharge.

Petition for

In the mutter of
ARTEL J. RUSSELL,

cent.

Table kill vea mill fork» 15 rU. κ it»/.
Pint «llppt-r·» 1 Ι·ϊ et».
'■I <|t. dipper» 5c.
it <|t. covered pall» ΙΟ et».
ΙΟ <|t. pall» lu et».
Window »creen» 1*4 l-'i et».
lteat wearing atockliiK» for iiien lu lli«
world ΙΟ et».
Large II uni flnlalietl or colored handkerchief» :ι et».
Larve towel» Λ et».
4-allon coffee pot» 111 et».
(•allon nillk pan» t) et».
Very low price» on nprliiklrr», nil «lira.
t'IoaiNK oui large :l>1c gitrilen ruk. al
15 et».
5 «liect» tiaaue paper I cent.

J. K. CHASE,
South Paris.

ΠΑΙΙΓ0AO
W.

photographic

V

υπΙιΙίΠπυ

U

P.

SUPPLIES !

JIAXIJI,

93 tlnin St.. South Paris,
Mall nriler* promptly UIWM

showing

Me.

fiiie line of

a

Handsome Jardinieres
window, at very
moderate price for the quality.

in

west

our

Bolster &. Co.

Dayton

N.

Square,

Marltot

QS

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

BLUE STORES.

When Men Talk.

SHIRTS AND OTHER FURTO BUY THEM, OUR
STORKS ARE SURE TO BE FAVORABLY MENTIONED.

OF

[NECKWEAR,

Just

now we

HOSIERY,

NISHINGS, AND OF GOOD PLACES
would like

to

tell you about

Our Summer Underwear.

The

assortment

comprises

blues and blacks

creams,

at

25c, 45c, 50c.

Our leader, a çoe balbriggan, for 45c has elastic fitting wrist, skirt and
Shirts with long or short
ankle, also strong reinforced bicycle seat.
<·
sleeves.
BLACK,

a

sensible garment for work, 50c.

UNION SUITS
Some

arc

people prefer

thing

in wool

a

or

F. H.

County

County

South

at

stops, in nice condition, for $45

Directory

Supreme Judicial Court.

piano,

I have a nice oak case organ at Kumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

—

J

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
ha^d instruments.

BREAKFAST

Sunday,

25th, by
upsetting of a boat. Mr.
Currier was 40 years old and leaves a
widow and two children.
the

Miss Bertha
uated at the Emerson School of Oratory
the graves in the afternoon. Music ap- intent. Mrs. Whitmore was the widow
Aiitkbti8BBB*tb:—AU legal adTertlnement»
it Boston, came home on Monday.
of the late J. Amherst Whitmore, one of
propriate was selected.
arv ilτβη thrve eonseeutiv· Insertion· for $l~*l
Miss Hannah C. Osgood is at LiverA sad accident happened to one of our the most prominent citizens of Brunsper Inch ln length of column. Special contracte
more visiting her aunt.
made with local, transient and yearly advertisformer cititizens. Mrs. Geo. Easter was wick. She has acted strangely Rince her
ers.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Warren were in
thrown from her carriage while return- husband's death, and has several times
came
of
last
week.
Boston most
They
Job Pbibtuio :— New type, faut presse», steam
ing from Gum Corner and received in- threatened to take her life. She is surback on Saturday.
power, experienced worknin and low prices
juries from which she died. She leaves vived by five children.
combine to make this department of our buslattending the meeting felt well repaid.
Misses Ellen Tibbetts and Mary Barq«m complete and popular.
eight little children. Truly a sad case.
The report of the parsonage committee rows went to Boston on
The arrest of Sheriff Pearson's special
Wednesday.
was encouraging at the last meeting.
Mrs. Villa Pingree, who has been at
liquor deputy Leach was soon followed
BYRON.
hindered
been
have
of
drivers
The
(MULE CUPIKS.
logs
her father's, Mr. Wm. Gordon's, for
by the arrest of Special Deputy Charles
Died, in this town, Emma C. Easter, A. Plummer, also for accepting bribes
by the rains and the river drivers are some weeks, went to her home in Rock- wife
Single Copiée of the Democrat are four cents
of Geo. R. Easter, aged 40 years,
eacb. Tbey will be mailed on receipt of price by
The
from liquor sellers for protection.
kept busy.
land, Mass., on Tuesday.
tbe publisher· or for tbe convenience of patron·
Mrs.
5 months and 5 days, May 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Morice have opened the
in Plummer's case has not yet
hearing
Miss Whitney of Portland is at Mr.
ilngle copie· of eacb lseue have been placed on
from
in
was
thrown
the
Easter
Mr.
carriage
•ale at tbe following place· ln the County :
been held, but has been continued to
Myers residence for the summer.
Gordon's for a short stay.
which she and her daughter were riding, this week.
South Pari·,
».—Parlln'e Drug Store.
Plummer utterly denies the
Morice, not enjoying good health, hopes
Mr. Price, who has been a resident of
Sburtleff'» Drug Store.
is
horse
it
the
the
and
frightened,
supbeing
to improve upon Bethel air
truth of the charges, and has engaged
for most of two years, is now
Norway,
Soye·' Drug Store.
Fryeburg
of
as
tracks
one
were
a
moose,
of
by
Dr.
J.
G.
posed,
medical treatment
Gehring. it the Oxford.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Judge Foster to defend him.
Mrs. Easter did not
seen in the road.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Bucktleld,
Friday morning detachments from
The horses are not yet accustomed to
A. K. Lewi», Insurance Office.
Serious trouble has been threatened
in a week
and
died
Eryeburg,
several
consciousness,
the
A.
visited
regain
G.
Brown
Post,
R.,
Pari· 11111,
Mr·. Uarlow, Poet Office.
D. T. Ladd's automobile.
The little girl was at North Vassal boro by striking Italians
after the accident.
cemeteries and decorated the graves of
West Parle,
Samuel T. White.
Winter cucumber raising is becoming
She had bitten on the Wiscasset, Waterville and Farmunconcious for a time.
the soldiers, and Col. £. C. Swett of
The
popular. Mr. Nelson, former cook at her tongue badly.
ington narrow gauge railroad.
Portland delivered an address at East the
Oxford, is preparing to build a hot
Ernest Knapp has his barn frame workmen had not been paid for the
Bethel. In the afternoon Col. Swett ad- liouse. It has
A Republican State Convention
seaproved a successful
month of April, and they not only
raised.
dressed a large audience in Odeon Hall. ion to Mr. W. H. Tarbox & Son.
will be held In
Dr. Taylor's children are having the stopped work, but blockaded the conCol. Swett gave a most interesting and
Mr. Whitman Towle and family are
struction train by setting posts between
City Hall, Portland,
cough.
instructive address which held the close established in the house he
formerly whooping
M. S. Whitney has had several orders the rails. A large amount of beer and
attention of his audience from first to
June
in
the
occupied
village.
considerable hard liquor was stowed
for flies lately.
last.
Mr. Gerry, who has spent the winter
at I 30o'clock, P. M..
Frank Knapp and a friend from Au- away by the strikers, who became quite
Commencement week at Gould's began in
is taking the holiday vacaBoston,
for tbe purpose of nominating a candidate for
burn are stopping at J. E. Shaw's for a ugly. The trouble has been at least
with the baccalaureate sermon by Rev. tion with hie wife and
Governor to lie supported at the September
daughter, at Miss few days on a Ashing trip. Many parties postponed for a while by a partial payfor
talent
The
Gleason.
Chas.
engaged
Election, and transacting any other business
Page's.
are coming to our streams with rod and ment of the men.
the concert is sure to give Bethel people
that may properly come before It
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Howe are still at
The basis of representation will be as follow·
line.
a real treat. The Mendelssohn Quartette
Oldtown.
Each City, Town and Plantation will be entitled
HEAD IT IN niS NEWSPAPER.
Mrs. A. S. Young is on the eick list.
of Portland stands high in popular favor,
to one delegate, and for eacb 75 vote· cast for
Memorial Day was observed as usual.
G. T. Hodsdon is mending his ways—
Schaub, a well known German
the Republican candidate for Governor in laoo.
and Miss Aunes Safford as reader has The services were held in the
George
Congrega- the highways—with a crew of men and citizen of New Lebanon, Ohio, is a conan additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40
won an enviable reputation. The
already
Mr.
Rev.
tional church, the orator being
votes ln excess of 75 votes, a further additional
teams.
stant reader of the Dayton Volkszeitung.
senior reception will be Friday evening. Philbrook of
delegate. Vacancies in tbe delegation of any pected.
days' tishing.
Bridgton. The procession
Who says we are to have a dry season? He knows that this paper aims to adver.
Riverside Park Association has elected of veterans is
Cltv. Town or Plantation can only be tilled by
Mrs. James Murray Kay of Brookline,
was
Albion Trumbull
Mr.
lucky
gradually becoming It has rained every day for a week, and tise only the best in its columns, and
residents of the County ln which the vacancies Mass., has been
spending a few days at enough on Tuesday to catch a 10 1-4 the following officers:
smaller.
exist.
when he saw Chamberlain's Pain Balm
Thursday it snowed here.
President—H. S. Hastings.
trout from Peabody Pond.
Tbe State Committee will be In session ln the Mrs. Parris'.
pound
M. C. Libby is taking some line views. advertised therein for lame back, he did
Vice-President—Ο. P. Farrlngton.
Mrs. O. A. Thayer and Mrs. E. G.
reception room of the Hall at 12 .30 P. M on the
Dr. Potter of Bridgton is in attendance
EAST
BROWNFIELD.
Grass is good.
Secretary—L. A. Hall.
day of the Convention, for the purpose of re- Harlow go to Augusta this week as
not hesitate in buying a bottle of it for
upon Mr. L. A. Ingalls, who is reported
Treasurer—E. C. Rowe.
The semi-monthly meeting of the
ceiving the credentials of delegate·. Delegates,
his wife, who for eight weeks had suffercon- as
Trustees—J. M. Phtlbrook, O. P. Farrlngton,
ln order to be eligible to participate ln the Con- delegates to the Universalist state
being very sick.
newry.
was
held
with
Mrs.
C.
T.
W.
U.
Stickney
II. 8. Hatted with the most terrible pains in her
vention. mu-t be elected «ubse^uent to the date vention. They will be guests at Kev. C.
Mr. Ernest Ingalls has been· putting E. C. Rowe, Prof. W. R. Chapman,
in
Ν.
a
attendance
was
24.
There
Berlin,
24,
Married,
H., May
good
May
He says:
of call for this Convention.
ing·, G. E. Ryerson.
back and could get no relief.
A. Hayden's.
his poplar into the Saco from out of
and
Falls
of
Rumford
Mr.
John
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
and
friends.
Two
of
members
their
Dailey
members were
The following new
"After using the Pain Balm for a few
<>. E. Curtis and family of Keunebunk Little Pond the
past few days.
political altillatlous, who lielleve In Republican
on
of
Also,
Foster
Miss
Persie
and
one
were
members
new
Newry.
honorary
:
and endorse the policy of the Repub- are with Mrs. Curtis' relatives here for
days my wife said to me, Ί feel as
Mr. Frank Jewett has been making elected
principle·
received into the Union. Refreshments the same day in Norway, by Rev. Miss
lican party, are cordially Invited'to unite under a few
Chae. F. Lord, A. T. Rowe, F. B. Tuell, F. L.
though born anew," and before using the
extensive repairs upon his home.
days.
Mr. Walter Merrill of Newry and
this call In electing delegates to this Convention.
were served.
Edwards.
Augell,
entire contents of the bottle the unbearΗ. B. Eastman is confined to the house
Mr. Fred Sanborn's 4-horse team has
Per Order, Kepuhlirau State Committee,
Mills.
of
Locke's
Lulie
Miller
Mrs.
has
ill
Frank
been
Mrs.
Quint
very
will
be
held
The annual fair
able pains had entirely vanished and she
Tuesday,
Κ. M. SIMPSON, Chairman.
been busy the past few days hauling a
by illness.
with pneumonia, but it is hoped the Monday night a double reception was could
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
again take up her household
Advertised letters in Paris post othce, car load of corn from Brownfield depot, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 9, 10
crisis is past, and she is slowly improv- held at Ralph Kiigore's hall which was duties." Ile is
Bangor, April 10, l'»r.·.
and 11.
very thankfnl and hopes
June 2d:
making two trips a day.
ocher.
Dr. largely attended and a very pleasant
Mareton attends
that all suffering likewise will hear of
They will offer stake races as follows, ing. Dr.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

To all peraone Interested In either of the
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, In an
for the County of < Ixford, on the third Tuesday <
Mar, In the year of our Lord one thouean
nine hundred and two. The following matb
having l»ecn presented for the action thereupo
hereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons li
terested, by causing a copy of this order to b
published three weeks successively In the Oj
fori Democrat, a newspaper published at Sout
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at said Pans, on th
third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1002, at 9 of th
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon I
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not

have got the
the County. I give

buy and guarantee satisfaction.

what

FAVOR,

JAMES N.

J"

White Shirt Waists.

■

I

■

popular.

pronounced by

■

dainty
sight

forget

quality

pin

_

,β;?Λ:?0.η&'—Lakeelde

I

only $1.25.

ITXn.

Λ

—

j

—

_

....

__

styles.

only

THOMAS SMILEY,

_

iVE

Evangeline Boots, $3.00.

peace^

■

Norway,Me.

Oxfords, $2.50 and $3.00.

....

SMILEY

«>lc«^UencJ.(

_

NORWAY,

„„

STORE,

SHOE

MAINE.

j

S.

Rollins: Along
Towards Hot Weather

......

8Ul,jeCoVdn^'how lfany

"·*·■&, SFK.'KiBfS «■«?·'
tl ffK"ΑΓρΙΚτ.™;

buy

Alpine.

|

^m

styles.

ROY

H.

B.

FOSTER,

NORWAY, MAINE.

Xor-|

®arst^®

OASTORIA
The Kind You Have Alwajs Bought

NOW

Summer Dress Goods

will be
Suits, Fans, Gloves, Hosiery and Underwear
found

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,
PARIS,

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

tington,

&

mil

Mouldings stJL

High Grade
in

Straw Hats!
3

cents

Have We Got Them?

Well, I shou!d

to

had

$1.00<

Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,
finds work
hard
months.

!,ϋ^ί

buy

yourself

TYCOON HATS
by

J. F. PLUMMER,

31 Market Square,

Telephone 106-3.

I

CASTORIA

Thi Kiod You Hare Always Bouglit

BI

\

MCapt.
dp

grinding poverty.

I

Ernest P. Parlin, ESS?"

Philippine neighbors.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

A Wooderfel Medktoe.

DEECHAM'S
PILLS

B

South Paris.

For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, tech >*
Pain in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddincsa, Fulness and Swellini after meals.
Dizziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of
Breath, Costiveness, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,Frubiful Dreams,and all Nervous
and Trembling Sensations, etc. These ailments
Wind tad

Organs,

Pianos and

all arise from a disordered or abused condition
of the stomach and liver.
Bcccham's Pills «ill quickly restore Females
to complete health. They promptly remove any
obstruction or irregularity of the system. For a

Piano Stools,
Covers

Weak Stomach. Impaired ΓΗgestion, Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon tha Vital Organs;
Muscular System, res:oring the long-lost Complexion, bringing back the keen edge of Appetite,

Strengtl.cni.-^the

mma# mrmamimm with Htm Hommbud of
Hmmtth thm whoia p(:jrsiajJ mr.cray
mithmhuman fratnm. For tbrewing
mit fmvmrm thmy mrm mpmmémlly rm- \
nmwnmd. These are "facts" admitted by
thousands, in all dusses of society, and one

ANT)

Books.

Instruction

of the best guarantees to the Nervous and
Debilitated is that beecham's Pills have the
Largest Sale of any Paient .Medicine in the
World.
This bas been achieved
Without the publication of testimonials.

-AT-

Reasonable Prices.

Beecham's Pills have f"r many years hern
the popular family medicine wherever tHe
Ε nglish language is spoken, and they now stand
without a rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.

BOSTONl
» Satsuma Interior paint.Enamels

I

No. 1-W.-Bfhr«dinmt».
1. Behead a knob and have a lyric

poem.
2. Behead to reunite and have a confederate.
3. Behead not remote and have a
part of the head.
4. Behead to stagger and have a
snakelike tish.

our

Oxford and a«U icent counties.
Address
ΓΗΚ VICTOR OIL

n.

Interest*

Salary

or

|

COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

To Let!

two lines:

a farmer who Is YT
Enough to take his EE
And study nature with hie

There is

I'pstairs

of five rooms, $6.00

rent

per month.

City

water.

CATARRH

for
IO CEXT
TRIAL· M1ZE.

Ely's

Gives Relief at one·.
It cleanses, soothes
an·! heaii the diseased I
It cures!
membrane.
and
catarrh
itliml
a
co!d
In the"——
away

j

ΧΛΙΧΕ.

»«Ι ΤΠ PARIS.

Spruce, tir. Hemlock and poplar pulp wood.
Win buy It delivered on cars or on yards at railWood to be peeled and delivered
road stations.
tbe coming winter. Will pay the top price for
the same.
H. D. C<H.E, Brvant'e Pond.
W. U. CHOCK ETT. Locke's Mills, Me.

Prices

ri'^'W^COLD "» Η ΕAD

to

been sold

formerly

20 to 50

cents

$1.00 CASH

some

roll,

wall paper fac-

through

selling

tories

book agents.

Our prices

for those papers

The New Werner
Edition of the....

★

*

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο

★

ο

are

now

10 and 12 1-2 cents.

Hobbs' Variety Store

°

0

I base of the mould.
I

★

for uruss. or for fowls, or for railroad
stock, or for naval purposes, or for
lumber, etc.; the tifth, low land between hills; the sixth, a name for Ireland; the seventh, a patriarch; the
eighth, the covering of some animals.
14U.—Plot are Paamle.

Γ

1

Eyeache

Bear In Mind

glasses.
They are

So do

not

rhAt thi"

Blurring

*

Limited

Delay, f°r

has this κ™* lihra,r
been within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Never

Again

of the BRITANNICA contains
Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot.
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.
edition

Samuel Richards,
South Paris, Maine.

Thirty-six

COUPON

I would like full details and
pages of the New Werner

men

speciEncy-

clopaedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of

American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
Name

need of

some of the indications of defective vision aid should
be attended to at once.
You'll be surprised at the comfort a pair of glasses will afford if
your sight is in any way defective.
Scientific examination free aud
proper glasses properly adjusted is
what you are guaranteed here.

Never Before

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia

Digests what you eat.

Street

What familiar proverb does the pic-

ture

represent?

No. 147.—Riddle·.
1.
I am round and deep. junt like a cup.
And when brimful stand bottom up.
Π.
In a mill where much grinding Is done
For eampling the grist I'm A Xo. 1.

III.

My blood le any color until It Is shed.
And then It becomes most certainly red.
IV.
I've not much to say: but. upon my word.
I'm often but seen when I ought to be
heard.
A Junt Fate.

It is only a just fate, after all. If an
intellectual girl is fallen in love with
by u uiau who kisses her on the forehead.—New York Ilerald.

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
follows:
are
u
and
terms
Ν. B —The prices
kails to cure. It allows you to eat all
Key to the Pasaler.
set
fot
the
Cloth,
Buckram
complete
No. 1—In
the food youwaat. The most sensitive
No. 133.—Rhomboid : Across—1. Honll.OO cash and S3.00 per month. Pnce.S40.uo.
stomachs can take it. By its use many or. 2. Never. 3.
Tepid. 4. Kaven. 5.
No. 2—In Half Morocco, $2 00 cash, and S4.UC
thousands of dyspeptics have been
Yeast. Down—1. II. 2. On. 3. Net. 4.
per month. Price, 360. U0.
19
else
failed.
cured
after
everything
Να 3 In Sheep, tan color, 33.00 cash, and S&.Ot
uuequallcd for the stomach. Child- Over. 5. Repay. G. Rive. 7. Den. 8.
^
per month. Price, 375.00.
Ns. 9. T.
ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
» 10 |*r cent, deducted from the above prices ii
No. 134.—Illustrated Numerical EnigAill aux Hint Is L«ud wiUua thirty days after receipt First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.
of buulUL
Lass.
ma: "It Is Not Always May."

City and

State

For Sale

oy

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

VIVIAN

Cures all stomach troubles
Prepared only by E.G. DcWrrr&Co., Chicago
Urne» tbo 50c. M*
Tbb V-bwltleeoot,·

W.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Prices in the

Cameras and Photo

Optician.

County.

Sail. Toy. Wall. Saw. Mitt. My. Mat.
Inn.
No. 135.—Riddle: Shade.
No. 130.—Alphabetical: "Should Auld
Acquaintance Re Forgot V"
No. 137.—t'entrai Acrostic: Butter2. Annuity.
1. Crabbed.
cups.
3;
0.
5. Raleigh.
4. Fictile.
Pontine.
8.
7.
Eternal.
Catcher.
Augusta. 9.
Cropper. 10. Elastic.
1.
No. 138.—Floral Enigma: Violet.
In violet (inviolate). 2. Toll. 3. Love.
4. Olive.
No. 139.—Diamonds: I.—1. L. 2. May.
3. Layer. 4. Yew. S. R. II.—1. R. 2.
Lot. 3. Romeo. 4. Tea. 5. O.
Bkecham's Pills will

Supplies,

An old

Wholesale and Retail.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

dog doee

dispel the bines.

not bark for

nothing.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it

fails to cure.
each box.
Co.
on

lie

gives

F. W. Grove's signature
25c.
F. A. Shurtleff A

twice who

gives

in a trice.

INTERESTING TO ASTHMA
SUFFERERS.

Imerican Labv
SIR \L

DAM

—

—

33,697

HEIH A.T LA.W. 14.035. Pacing record, 2.05*; tiotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.o&% ; Jack L>., 2.11 % ; Scapegoat, 2.1 iX ;
2.12.
Equity, 2.12% ; Elsinora, 2.i2>i ; Keed Bird, 2.14V; and 8 others.

FLOUE JVC Ε CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
of Peerless Chimes, 2.18^).
The next dam was a daughter of
Gvlddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17X,
and Justina, 2.20) and others.

(dam

CHIMES, 5,348, sire

of fifty-eight, including Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.08^ ; Merry Chimes, 2.08X ; and
Ed Easton, 2.09^.
Hi» daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the
Manor, 2.04V : and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at · fee of $25.
For

particulars,

EMOR.^

H.

address

MASON. Svpt.

I
I

I

I
I

1

Pieces of cold meat of the white variety-chicken, veal, or even lamb-can
be* made into a most appetizing dish that
has no flavor or appearance of the usual
stew.
Cut the meat into dice or strips
and mix It with a good white sauce that
has been made by rubbing together a
generous piece of butter and an even
kitchen tablespoonful of
cupful of milk stirred into this hot
paste. If a few chopped mushrooms are
added, so much the better. Mix the
sauce and meat and serve on a platter, a
little chopped parsley sprinkled over the
top and slices of liard-boiled eggs alteruating around the edge of the dish w
oblong wafers of toast. Dark meat may
be served in the same way, except that
the sauce is browned. It is in the
proper preparation cf these simple dishes
and their dainty serving with garnish
that tin·}· are raaae appetizing, ana arc
taken out of the unpalatable list of left...

rt°ur>. f laJJ!

overs.

of the Print

oftentimes show the

I
I

I

Headache
30 Superb Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments. But

I

I

I

NORWAY, MAINE.

South P*ris. Me.

reply

to

have pleasure
Liquid Cream
preparation of that

inquiries

we

admirable remedy in that it

cleanses
and heals membranes affected by nasal
catarrh. There is no drying or sneezing.
The Liquid Cream Baim is adapted to
use by patients who have trouble in inhaling through the nose and prefer
epraying. The price, including spraying
tube is 75 cents. Sold by druggists, and
by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren St., New

York.
of

A mill and a wife

something.

are

always

in want

TEX YEARS IN BED.
R. A. Gray, J. P. Oakville, Ind.,
writes: "For ten years I was confined to
It
my bed with disease of my kidneys.
waeeo severe that I could not move part
of the time.
I consulted the very best
best medical skill available, but could
get no relief until Foley's Kidney Cure
It has been a
was recommended to me.
Godsend to me." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

good

The base
luncheon is violet mousse.
is half a box of gelatine soaked for half
an hour in a cupful of cold water. When
ready flavor the gelatine with two teaspoonfuls of extract of violetand one
of vanilla, coloring it with a little vegetable violet coloring that is quite harmless. Have ready a quart of cream whipped stiff to which a cupful of powdered
sugar has been added, and mix the gelPour into a
with tho cream.
mould, pack in salt and Ice and freeze
for two or three hours.
When ready to
serve this should be turned out on a
Class dish and garnished with a few
candied violets, and teaspoonfuls of
stitlly whipped cream arranged about tne

I

The first four letters, a flower; the
second, a nobleman; the third, a flower,
usually white; the fourth, an inclosure

No.

the
the

or

I
I

ο

★

until clear.

I
latine

★

In

appearance of the pillows,
striped ticking does not show
through. These muslin covers should Ngnatareof
be slipped off frequently and washed
For Over 80 Τtara.
A delicious and extremely pretty des- la Use
The Kind Too Ban Atwaya Bought
sert that is appropriate for a violet.tea
to

as

Ο

from

a

ίο

Ο

high

which price is yet named

by

ago.

No. 143.—An Octneon.

before, and this

applies especially

CelMtltl Com poult or Has to
Muter 11,000 Character·.
Typesetting for a Chinese paper is a
vastly different matter from typesetting for a journal In another language,
for there are 11,000 characters In use.
When one recalls the statement of
Chinese sinologues that the sayings of
Confucius require 7,0U0 characters, this
seems to be a moderate estimate. The
Chinese language is derived from 214
fh·

I

Many children are troubled with worm*,
and treated (or lomethintf el*. A few do*» of M

True'swoRM Elixir I

will expel worm· If they exist, and prove· Tain- I
I able tonic If there are no worrai. Ue. druuis u. ■
Dr. J. r. TBPK Je CO., irtiw, Me.»J

For Infants and Children.

For Sale!

The Kind You Have

Farm known as"Sawtelle Farm".
mile
100 acres, situated I
Contains
root words, which expand into the 4,000
Muet be sold at
from South Paris.
or 5,000 words of dally use and the

The work has been carefully systematized, and the characters are
arranged according to their formation.
A simple character designates its group,
and the elaboration of form is the dab-

ters a day.

ÀVfcgetable Prépara lion for Assimilating the Food andfiegula-

Mx.Stntui

*

RotktlU SalttAaùrSêtd *

out

twice
as long by the
use of Eureka
Harness Oil.
wears

^GSSSûu..

by.

WAS WASTING AWAY.
The following letter from Robert R.
Watts, of Salem, Mo,, is instructive. "I
have been troubled with kidney disease
I lost flesh and
for the last five years.
never felt well and doctored with leading
remedies sugand
tried
all
physicians
gested without relief. Finally I tried
Foley's Kidney Cure and less than two
bottles completely cured me, and I am
F. A. Shurtleff
now sound and well."
& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Mrs. Winks—Why in the world didn't
you write to me while you were away?
Mrs. Minks—I did write to you, dear.
Mrs. Winks—Then I presume you gave
the letter to your husband to mail, and
he is still carrying it around in his
pocket. Mrs. Minks—No, I posted the
Mrs. Winks—Ah, then,
letter myself.
it is in my husband's pocket.

A perfect Remedy forConslipaΓιοη. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

is cut and delicately patched to make the required character.
Comparing our combinations of twentysix letters and ton figures, besides common syml)ol8, an idea of the labor of
a Chinese compositor can be formed.-

Fae Simile

Out West.

CHANDLER,

E. W.

Signature

Tkia

êWA

sigaatnr· is

Laxative

a·

every box of th·

genain·

τ»μ·*
Bromo-Quinine
βοΜ In ·μ itatr

remedy that

Wife

on

ear·· ■

(revisiting

the

scene

of

her

betlirothal)—I remember, Algernon, so
well when you proposed to me, how
painfully embarrassed you were. Alger-

and I remember so
well how kind and encouraging you
were, and how easy you made it for me,
after all.

non—Yes, dear;

Try serving the Sunday morning cod·
fish balls with a horseradish sauce, made
as follows:
Cook fifteen minutes in a
No good health unless the kidneys are
double-boiler three-fourths of a cup of
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the
fine bread crumbs, half a cup of fresh sound.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
horseradish grated, and one pint of milk, kidneys right.
add one large tablespoonful of butter, Orin Stevens, Oxford.
and season with salt and pepper.
Hubby—How can you expect to win
A sandwich which is quite seasonable
at this game when you talk all the time?
and appetizing, while perhaps not enYou've got to think when you play
tirely new, is worth recalling to mind in whist. Wifey—Sh, dear! I know it. I
these spring days when appetites need
talk to distract our opponents.
urging. Chop English walnuts tine, and only
mix with cream cheese and a little
The thrust of a lance does not hurt
chopped celery or watercress, finishing more than the abdominal pains followwith a little mayonnaise.
Spread the ing the eating of improper food. Quick
mixture on thin slices of not very fresh relief comes with the use of Perry Davis'
bread, or on thin toast, and serve with Painkiller.
Always keep it in the
sprigs of crisp fresh watercress all house.
around them on the plato.—Harper's
Bazar.
Old Gentleman (to little boy who is
playing soldiers)—Ah, my little man,
TEETHING.
you're a son of Mars, eh? Little Boy
This is a time usually much dreaded
I'm a son of ma's.

(indignantly)—Course

by mothers, and the period of dentition Yer didn't suppose I
is really the time of the greatest mortal- auntie's, did
ye?
ity among children.

teething important
period
changes are taking place in the body,
At the

of

was

a

son

of

During the summer kidney irregularities are often caused by excessive drinkAttend to the
ing or being overheated.

stomach and digestive organs especially, and these exercise their share kidneys

the

at once

compassed

by using Foley's Kidney

West

At

b months

DllSlS

Jjtl

An Ancient Eoiter Cnntoin.

your bilious
headache by overcoming

causes

your constipation
bilious tendency

Is a record of payment to certain ladies
and maids of honor for lifting ihat king
in his bed at Easter. The usage commemorated the resurrection of our

Price 25 cents.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Boarder (warmly)—Oh, I know every
Do you
of the tricks of your trade.
think I have lived in boarding houses
twenty years for nothing? Landlady
(frigidly)—I shouldn't be at all surone

prised.

Chronic bronchial troubles and

mer

sum-

coughe can be quickly relieved and
by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.

cured

Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

more

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
î-kctoli anddMCTlpUna r.iejr
11»

».

After one woman has convinced a
man that she would die for birn he begins to look vaguely around to see If
there are any more.—Atchison (Jlobe.

Anjrono »t>nilln(r

α

whether
quickly ascertain our <·ι·ίιιι·>ιι freeCommunionInvention I» prohabljr patentable.
>ok on ('ntenta

tly »till-lt»i 11l.il. 1 (ninth
Oldest nci'iir·)· for si-rurini.'pntcnts.
I
Patente taken tnrouvta >lann & Co. receive
notlc, without clmruo, iu tho

lions Ktrn
bfiit fri'O.

first

indication

of

ful.

sen tod

In this cutt

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

for Your Home·
Aro tho Beat remedy for Colils, Headacbe and Grippe. Tlicy break up a Cold
quickly, tuovo the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
Sfrom the system. Guaranteed to^cure.
Try thorn. '£> ccuta. For aalo by

SO WEARY.

F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Λ. Dudley, Bryant's
Orln Stcvcne, Oxford.

are

HAIR

BOLD SEAL CO.,
|

Of

th«

WojinailUJUa^DnigJlJ^

S N£RV^ RESTORER

w

I to

Doeoriptlon.

Evory

Our Stock of_

fe STOPPED FREE
®
Permanently Cured bj
k DR. KLIHt'S GREAT
Coniultation,

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !

heir. I
Celiac» and braatifit·
l'r»mi>te« « luxuriant growth.
|
Hover Fall· to Hcetore Gray I
Ilair to its Youthful Color.
Curei tralp di«ea«e· A hair falling.

sick.

Pawtucket, It. I., says: "Douu's Klduey
I'll Is have been used by both my husband
and two daughters, and the relief obtained
lu every case was very satisfactory. My
husband was bothered off and ou for a long
time with palus across his back, which at
times became very severe. I saw Don n'a
Klduey I'llls advertised, and procured α
bo* from W. L. Wood's drug store. Ho
used them, and In α very short time was rid
of the backache. I always keep Douu's
Kidney rills ou hand, uud would uot bo
without them."
For sale by all driiRRlsts: 50 cents. Foeter-Mliburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

I'ond;

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

and worn out all the
time. Back weak and lame and
aching. Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kid*

Weary

has arrived.

Ne l'tu »ficr Urat daj * uh.
*r ht ια»ΙΙ; tmtn« »nd

per»oo»l

$2 TRIAL BOTTLK FKKR

Fil paiieot» who p»jr eiprn·*/·· onlr «tu delivery.
Permanent (*urg. un: on J lemporarv relief. torall .V«r·
tout I'tftrdtrt. KpH#p«v. Spmi iv St. Vitu· Dam#.
Debility,Kthaufctioa. UK. Κ. IB.KLINE. Ld,
931 Arch Street. Philadelphia. rounjoi uro.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

—

them.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Ki-tiililIxlicHn ΐ!*41, for over sixty year» It was the NEW-YOKK
TRIBUNE, know» sou rea«l In every Statu In the

WEEKLY
L' nlon.
On Nov.

Carpets EVERY

Not I did not uk lor a bottle any
cheaper, or twice a· large. I did ask for

see

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.
FOR

TOY «ΟΡΜΕ

Come and

H. P. MILLETT,
CHURCH STREET,

THE

a

chatfC'l to the

high datte, ui>.to-<late, Illustrated agricultural weekly, for the
family—

farmer anil lili

PRIOÇ3

THE
FARMER'S

FAMILY

was

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

MEMBER

OF

7,11*01. It

S1.00

leee. How'/
year, but you can buy It for
Itv nuii«erll>lnn through your own favorite home newspaper.
ΤΗ Κ OXFORD DEMOCRAT.
a

Itoth paper· one year for $-.'.00.
OXFORD
your «pier au>l money to THE
l'aris, Maine.

Senii

DEMOCRAT,

South

Sninple copy free.

Wend your nddrow

to NEW-YOUK T1IIBUNE fr Alt'lEU, New-

York City.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

PERRY DAVIS'

"Painkitte*

and will not have any »ub»titute, for I
have uMd It, my lather used It, and there
la no anbstltute aa good.
Sold everywhere, age, and 30c. bottle».

LEADS THEM ALL.
"One Minute Cough Cure beats all
other medicines I ever tried for coughs,
for
We are
colds, croup and throat and lung
Currin
of
Scott
D.
troubles," says
Leganton, Pa. One Minute Cough Cure
is the only absolutely safe cough remedy
We can show you some of tho beet swivel and
which acts immediately. Mol hers every· land
aide plows In the market, both in steel and
where testify to the good it has done wood beams. We have
their little ones.
Croup is so sudden in
Harand
its attacks that the doctor often arrives
&c.
too late. It yields at once to One Min- rows, Corn
Pleasant to take.
ute Cough Cure.
We are also agent· for the
for
cure
Sure
Children Tike it.
grip,

pills.
system
impurities.
bronchitis, coughs.
"I have taken DeWitt's
Never gripe.
Patent leather shoes should be cleaned
Little Early Risers for torpid liver every
Madge Trill—The manager seems to
spring for years," writes R. If. Everly, with milk or a little sweet oil may be think
that some day my voice will break
Moundsville, W. Va.
"They do me rubbed into them. The soles and heels the record.
Sue Cauatic—Perhape—if
more good than anything I have ever of such shoes are, of course, to be
In a phonograph.
cleaned with blacking.
tried.'7
I you sing

This Beautiful Couch,

BAUER'S

kidney

Man needs but little on earth, but he
wants the whole earth to select from,
and then sell or rent the balance to his
neighbors for a little more of the need]

SOUTH PARIS.

Scientific American.

NORWAY,

the

HIM.

i (]Q(361 Broadway, New York I
MUNN
Branch Offlce, G25 F Ht., Washington, D. C.

You don't hear convertrue to nature.
sation in real life that is full of epiGrooves—No; but if society
grams.
conversation was brilliant there would
not be half the fun there now is going to
the theatre.
On

Telephone

KuNtorn

AhnndeomoljrUlmtrnlcil weekk. I.nreeiit cir·
dilution of nujr nelontltlo journal. Terme, |3 a
year: rourmontUe.il. SolJbyull newsdealer*.

Hie

trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
Cure.
Stevens, Oxford.

con-

iptcial

Chas. F. Ri

Daniel Bante of Otterville,
Iowa,
writes, "I have had asthma for three or
four years and have tried about all the
cough and asthma cures in the market, jaw.
and have received treatment from physiβ. The first grinders in the upper
cians in New York and other cities, but jaw.
I
tried
7. The lower pointed or canine
got very little benefit until
Foley's Honey and Tar which gave me teeth.
immediate relief, and I will never bo
8. The upper pointed eye teeth.
withoutit in my house. I sincerely rec9. The second lower grinders.
ommend it to all.'' F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
10. The second upper grinders.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
These last seldom appear before a
From the time
child is two years old.
A hundred years cannot repair a mo- the first tooth is cut two years generment's loss of honor.
ally elapse before the first set is complete. There are twenty teeth in the
first set; at two years old a child uaually
SPRING FEVER.
sixteen.
Spring fever is another name for bil- has
It is a bad plan to give a child coral or
It is more serious than most
iousness.
to bite when teething, as it hardpeople think. A torpid liver and active ivory
the teeth to
bowels mean a poisoned system. If neg- ens the gums and causes
with greater difficulty.
lected, serious illness may follow such come through
India rubber rings are always the best,
symptoms. DeWitt's Little Early Risers
are yielding and increase the
remove all danger by stimulating the as they
which relieves the inliver, opening the bowels and cleansing flow of saliva,
flamed gums.—McCall's Magasine.
Safe
of
the

in stock.

Avenue,

Western

pood

Π

W. C. McARDLE,

Till»»

fun than the
Post.

with

first-class framin"· business

stantly

"Willie, do you know what happens
to the bail little boys7"

À I I 00 Y0U WANT IT?
and clean
Lordship—Prisoner, you have the
WK A It Κ NEVER OUT. to close out odd patterns
right of challenging any of the jury, if A postal or telephone to us will bring
up stock.
Prisoner—Right
you desire to do so.
a
appetite are also evidences of painful y'are, guv-nor. I'll fight that little you supply promptly.
dentition, and the child sleeps badly, black-whiskered bloke at the end, if A. W. WALKER & SON,
frequently moans in its sleep.
he'll step outside.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.
The child ehould be especially guarded
Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
WARNING.
against exposure to damp or cold, inSand, &c.
digestion, or any other disturbance of
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
the system which, by lowering the gen- and do not use
Kidney Cure, you
Foley's
eral health, lowers the child's resisting will have
only yourself to blame for repower, and may convert a course of easy sults, as it positively cures all forms of
and
of
into
one
danger.
pain
teething
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..
kidney and bladder diseases. F. A.
As a rule, the irritation increases with Shurtleff «& Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
the number of teeth being cut simultaneously, but a single tooth in one case
Foyer—Those plays that are full of
MAINE.
may cause more disturbance than a half brilliant conversation are entertaining
dozen in another.
enough, I grant you, but they are not

The first, or temporary set of teeth, is
usually cut in pairs:
1. The lower front incisors.
2. The upper front incisors.
3. The two upper lateral incisors.
4. The two lower laterals, though
occasionally a double tooth is cut before
them.
5. The first grinders in the lower

a

60 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Lord.—London Standard.

Doan's
Kidney Pills

Then
the more ornamental outer one.
cut out a piece of oil silk the same size
as the flannel; bind both together with
narrow white ribbon, and tie round the
baby's neck with the flannel next the
child.
By this means all risk of cold is
avoided.
Later on, the mouth becomes hot and
dry, and other derangements are likely
The child becomes fretful
to follow.
and feverish, and constipation or diarrhcua ensues; the latter if not severe is
beneficial, but if protracted may become
Either one or both
a source of danger.
cheeks become red, and an eruption
sometimes appears. Thirst and loss of

profits.
Everything usually found

and

with "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.

Orin neya
producing constitutional disturbances. Cure. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
As a rule a baby begins to cut its Stovens, Oxford.
teeth at seven months, but children vary
in this as in all other functions of the
Miss Highflatte—Maro, if Mr. Moneybody, so that the safer way is to watch bilt comes, hold him until I return.
the
lirst
for
symptoms.
carefully
Mary—All right, mum; an' if he tries to
At the very commencement there is an
break away, shall I bang him?
increased amount of saliva, which keeps
cure every symptom of Kidney Ills, from
the mouth moist and cool; and here we
STOPS THE COUGH
common backache to complicated urinary
give a useful hint.
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Cut out in good stout flannel a bib of
disorders.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
the ordinary shape, but half an inch
in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
a cold
Mrs. Mark Ilyde, of 45 Thornley street,
covered
be
so
that
it
by
smaller,
may
in

Order direct of the maker and
save to yourself the canvasser's

the nerve
tension that

times in a chair, after which they were
kissed and liberated. On Tuesday the
women lifted the men in the same manto
ner, but it was usual for the men
give a small sum of money for "leave
and license" to depart. In early times
the practice prevailed among all ranks,
and in a roll of the reign of Edward I.

boys."--Chicago

MS

Made to your order. "Workmanship the best possible.

An ancient custom once universal In
England on Easter Monday and Tuesday is that known as heaving, lifting
On the Monday, the men's
or raising.
heaving day, women were raised three

little

111

Fine Picture Frames

—

"Sure."
"What?"
"The.v bp vo

it

Maine.

Sumner,

the same process of degeneration which
original
has made "maudlin tears"
tears of penitence from Mary Magdalene—bear a contemptuous meaning.

Int-nnlli»

of

NEWYOHK.

Builders' Finish !

Word "Woeliojcone."
The word "woebegone" is an Interesting survival of the far past. "HeThe

mi.

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

fttwifiêi .fuf*r

hïniwjrfi rlaver

though perhaps It is most generally
used in a somewhat slighting manner
to imply that the appearance of grief
is greater than the circumstances warrant. Thus it has partially undergone

He who has money to throw away,
let him employ workmen and not stand

of

fbaj/e yf OUUfSMJELPtTCHKR
{Kmpkut Seui

only keeps
looking like

needed,type

a

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narc otic.

ws

new,

Bears the

ling the Stomachs andBowels of

Oil. It resists the damp,
keeps the leather suft and pliable. Stitches
dc not break.
No rough surface to chafe
and cut. The
harness not

ness

oration of Its meaning, as our termlnatives and prefixes elaborate the root.
A division is devoted to the simple
character that stands for "wood" and
all of its amplifications. In this space
or column are to be found "box," "bed,"
"plum tree" and so on through η long
list of objects pertaining to or made of
Should an unusual word be
wood.

Always Bought

to close estate. Price and terms

once

thirty odd thousand of the dictionary.

I will furnlt-h DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
gone" here represents the past partici- Size
Skim and add Orin Stevens, Oxford.
minutes,
or Style at reanonable prlccs.
the hot sugar, letting it boil up hard
ple of the Anglo-Saxon verb "began,"
has
which
word
a
It is then ready to be removed to
about,
once.
round
to
it
remains
go
To him who is determined
Also Window & Door Frames.or
the glasses, and if the directions have only to act.
otherwise entirely disappeared from
If lu wmil of any kln<l of Klnlith for Inside
been carefully followed, it will be stiff
its
analhas
which
but
Oultdde
work, «end In your orders I'lne Luuiour vocabulary,
tier ami Shingles on hand Cheap for Caeh.
while it is being ladled from the kettle.
in such verbs as "beset" and "beogies
1 Covers of unbleached muslin slipped
Important to Mother*.
gird," in which the prefix "be" repre- Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
on over pillow-ti^ks, the real P'"0*
W·—1>tM carefully «very bottle of CASTORIA,
sents the modern preposition "by." A
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.
cases drawn on over them, will be.found
a aafe and eare rased y for Infanta and children,
woebegone countenance is thus that of
be a genuine saving.
They add too, •dut that It
I·:. W. CHANDLER,
about with woe,
man
or

my whole is utilized us a handy place
to throw rubbish.

lower this year

are

144.—Ck«radr.

in the chivalric days of
bow and spear, my second flew through
my first. But in these days of modern
apartment houses my lirst is supposed
to flow through my second. It does not
always do so, however, and sometimes

tirade papers, that have

^ OWE DOLLAR

Encyclopaedia

No.

Long

Papers!

than ever

of
protects the Membrane. Restores the Senses
Taste and Smell. Kul! Size, ."i0 ceuts, Trial size
10 cent",at I >rtiggl*t8 or by mall.
ELY Β ROTH Κ K-S, v; Warren Street, New York.

f

by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Wall

Cream Balm

——

143.—Subtraction.

No.

WANTED.

L. M. TUFTS, South Paris.

DRUCttilST

—

by

For sale

|

148.—Quite * Spell.
Supply the missing rhymes by using
letters of the alphabet, as In the lirst

And think of what he
He hears the chatter of the
As they each other
And sevM that when a tree
It makes a home for
A yoke of oxen he will
With many haws and
And their mistake he will
When plowing for his
He little buys, but much he sells
And therefore lKtle
And when he hoes his soli by spells
He also soils his hose.

one

announcing that Ely's
I in
Balm is like the solid

No.

Heath & Milligan M'f'g Co.,
1. Subtract 1,001 from a vow and
Chicago.
leave
uurhymed writing.
Coach
Floor
Also Floor l'aint,
Varnish,
2. Subtract 54 from to free and leave
and Spar
Varnish, Muralo, «fee.,
M usury's Railroad and Liquid Paints, a graceful animal.
Made

in trim for the real rest.
Have I
the water pretty hot, add a handful of
sea-salt, and keep the feet m
water cools.
Dry with a rough towel,
and it will be found that the tone of the
whole system is restored.
A milk sherbet is something 01 a
novelty in the list of cold things. Add
the juice of three lemons and of one
orange to one and a half cupfuls of
sugar. Work together till the two seem
half melted, then begin and pour η
slowly four cupfuls of milk. If the milk
ie added too rapidly the mixture may
curdle.
Freeze in three parte of ice
mixed with one of salt.
A recipe for making currant jelly that
is warranted never to fail is very simple.
Stem the currants and crush in the por
celain kettle. Heat through but do not
bod the mass as it stands, and afterwards
strain and measure the juice. Let a pan
of granulated sugar heat through in the
oven, and when the juice is ready meas
ure juice and sugar pint for pint, but
not mixing them, and keeping out the
last half-pint of sugar. Return the juice
alone to the kettle and boil five or ten

put

alto.

niture."

SALESMEN WANTED

cer^nly

to be

are

before.
5. How swiftly the summer has
flown!
«, 7, 8. Mrs. W., allow me to Introduce my friend, Mrs. W\, and also Mr.
Α., vender of merchandise on the Rl-

They work easy, make a smooth surface. anil any one can apply them to
inside woodwork, panThe staunch atnl elegant Meaner», "Got. walls, ceilings,
leave I tries, kitchens and
furniture.
Many
Dtngiey" ami "Hay state" alternately
1
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and Imita Wharf, beautiful tints. The surface is nonBoston, at 7.00 P. M., 'lally, Sunday» excepte*!.
be
and can
kept bright and
The*· ■.teainer» meet every demand of nio<leni absorbent
service In safety.speed, comfort an·! clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
steamship
luxury or traveling.
Don't pay fancy price* when your dealer will
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, j
furnish vou "Satiuma Interior fenaoiela" at the
Worcester, New York, etc.
same price as ordinary paint.
J. K. LISCOMB, General Manager.
T. M. Bartlett, Agent.
KRKK Color card and our booklet, "How|to
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New FurIn

sufficient-

orms?

CHINESE TYPESETTING.

Instant Cough Cure is positive proof
Inquire of
It requires 11,000 spaces to hold a reasonable.
recommended, and if it were that it cures
or the people would not
WILSON & GRAY.
possible, according to these same author
font of Chinese type. The large cases,
for
it. Ask the following druggists
No. 141.—Am Avian·
about
Mties, for busy men and women to change buy
F. A. or false partitions, are ranged
a free sample bottle and try it:
L The man who tries to rob In a both shoes and stockings in the
Shurtleft <k Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's the room and divided into spaces for
the
of
much
comfort
and
crowd often succeeds.
positive
day,
each individual type, each a word comPond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Rain and sweat
2, 3. At Pbillppl Geo. noted a strange benetit would follow. A salt foot bath I
plete In itself. A Chinese printer. It is
tired
l
taken
too
at
when
one
feels
have no effect oo
night
being rebelling at authority.
Love, a cough and smoke are hard to estimated, can arrange 4.000 characharness treated
and
to
will
sleep
prove suitably relaxing
hide.
4. Such deep, calm art I never saw
witb Eureka Har-

better than

are

OUR GREATEST ENEMY.
The greatest enemy to our general
It is danhealth is a neglected cough.
gerous to allow a cough to run; by so
Column· Oxford Democrat. Ρ»Λ· Malaw
doing you put yourself in a condition
| for consumption to take a firm bold
upon you. Ninety-nine per cent of the
DOMESTIC topics.
cases of consumption are caused by a
tired
Oriental
The
idea of relieving
Statistics prove it.
nerves or physical fatigue in treatment neglected cough.
When the cough first commences is
io
of the feet is worth remembering.
the time to stop it. * Bauer's Instant
bathe the feet in water to which various
Cure is a guaranteed cure for
cooling and soothing lotione are added I Cough
la
is to carry far the restoring P™cee* coughs, colds, bronchitis, influenza,
and all other
when tired.
Foot treatment, according grippe, whooping cough
It is guaranthroat and lung troubles.
to experts in the matter, is not
teed to cure or your money will be rely appreciated or resorted to. Soft-soled
funded.
The enormous sale of Bauer's
shoes for all household wear

HOMEMAIERS' COLUMN.

(MM Greatest Entertainer
Most Fascinating of all Toys

headquarters

Farming Tools aod Fertilizers.

Vkemar there are children there ebould eleobe

A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
PUYS BAND MUSIC
■NGS NURSERY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Spring-tooth
Planters, Cultivators,

Disc, Spading

Witter A. Wood

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

Harvesting Machinery,

We have In stock three full car loads of Fertilisers. We carry four of tbe leading brands.

A. W. Walker Sc Son,

Mitk Parts,
Mar. U, 1801.

»

Mala·.

I

164 Tramont St., BOSTON.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

